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BY THE EDITORS

~

Halfway between the meeting
,.._at the summit and the scheduled
conference of foreign ministers,
it is possible to frame our hopes
'for the coming meeting against
a reasonable perspective of the
..~Geneva conference.
..,
Geneva appears to have ac-.~ complished the one thing that
had to be accomplished before
•mankind could even seriously
consider the re-establishment of
'"'a stable world order; it broke
the cycle of fear which has trapped both East and West since the
-rend of the Second World War.
~uspicions there may still be on
both sides, but suspicions do not
-<!rive great nations to war. Animosities there most certainly
still are on both sides, but ani-1 mosities can be held in check by
reason.

Fear is quite another thing.
Fear is a form of madness and
it is, in its nature, self-nurturing.
Our fears of the Russians
prompted us to take "protective"
measures which aggravated the
fears of the Russians who, in
turn, took "protective" measures,
and these, in turn, aggravated
our fears of the Russians. It was
'this atmosphere of mounting
fears that Mr. Dulles was referring to when he used that very
apt word, "brittle," to describe
the situation which has existed
between us and the Russians
during the past decade. Either
one of us might, at any time,
have taken the fatal step which
would have plunged us all into
war. The danger of such a thing
happening was greatly reduced
by the conversations at Geneva.
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But it is worth our remembering that only the atmosphere has
changed. The problems of working out a just and reasonable
modus vivendi remain, and it is
to the staggering task of finding
answers to these problems that
the foreign secretaries must address themselves next month. We
ought not to let our hopes run
away with our intelligence. It
may take years for the new international spirit to express itself in
concrete measures. Indeed, it
may very well be that, for years
to come, the best that we shall
be able to say of relations between East and West is that they
rest upon an agreement to disagree without either side seeking
to annihilate the other. Such an
arrangement would be much less
than the whole loaf each side
seeks, but as a half-loa£ it is certainly preferable to none.
~

Germany
If we could only know how
genuine the Russian leaders' apparent change of heart is, we
would have a clearer idea of how
far we can go in acceding to
their demand for a neutralized
and demilitarized Germany.

One thing that has to be said
for the proposal is that it makes
a powerful appeal to a great

many people who otherwise have
no love for the Soviet govern- ~"
ment and its policies. We in the r
New World can afford to have j
short memories. Our friends and -.
allies on the other side of the
Atlantic can not forget, even if"" '
they want to, what it was like ,. . having the Boche in their towns
and villages. Americans may picture The German in lederhosen
and Stein. The Belgian, the ....
Frenchman, the Dane, and th(!-4 ~
Norwegian remembers him as an
arrogant and devilishly efficient,...
automaton in grey, a swaggering ;.
bully.
We do not wish to carry on a .....
vendetta against any people or
nation. At the same time, we
shall not cease to repeat what
we have said many times in the ,. . ,
past: that, on the record, there
are no reasonable grounds for .trusting a rearmed Germany. A
decade of Adenauer may or may ...
not portend the pattern of thin~
to come. Adenauer may be only
the exception which proves the"'
rule.
.11
To be honest about it, then,
we would welcome the neutrali- r '
zation of Germany, provided..
that Germany were also reunified. But any real peace struc- ...
ture in Europe would demand
more than the neutralization of
Germany. A truly effective neu- 1tral buffer between East and
4
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West would have to be a zone, a
"" very wide zone extending all the
-. way from Scandinavia to the
Mediterranean and embracing
.,. countries which lie on both sides
"'of the present Iron Curtain.
We would l'ropose, therefore,
.. that the Big Three of the West,
,.., and their Russian counterparts,
agree to the permanent neutral.... ity and demilitarization of a
,.north-south belt of countries embracing Norway, Sweden, Fin•land, Denmark, Germany, Es..1. thonia,
Latvia, Lithuania,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, SwitzerA land,
Austria, Hungary, Romania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and
Greece. In return for the neu.trality and demilitarization of
these countries, we and the Rus..; sians ought to agree to erect no
tariff or other economic barriers
..., against the products of these
_, countries, and to guarantee the
territorial integrity of each coun•try against the others. We should
further agree to leave all of these
"countries free to determine their
own political arrangements.
Such an agreement would, we
think, be as welcome to the
.people of these countries as it
would be advantageous to the
-1 great powers.
·~

-; The Far East
With the situation in Europe
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now somewhat relieved, it would
seem wise to try to bring some
sort of stability to the Far East.
We think it can be done, even
though it would involve our
making some concessions which
extremists among us would undoubtedly decry as a "sellout."
We are confronted, in the Far
East, with the reality of a Communist government in China .
There is no reason to suppose
that that government will be
overthrown within the predictable future. We may detest that
government but all sorts of practical considerations force us to
deal with it. The .withholding of
recognition is, on our part, a
rather petulant gesture which
actually accomplishes nothing except to force us to a lot of
trouble whenever we have to
deal with it.
It would seem to us that a bargain could be struck between us
and the Chinese which would be
reasonable and would not involve any compromise with moral
principles. Such a bargain would
involve our recognizing the Communist regime as the government
of China and our agreeing not to
veto China's admission to the
United Nations. In return, China
would be required to agree to
the reunification of Korea under
a government freely chosen by
the Korean people, and China
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would be further required to renounce all claims to Formosa.
We and the Chinese should
jointly agree to respect the territorial integrity and the political
freedom of the smaller nations
of southeast Asia.
It may be objected that such a
suggestion is too "neat," too unrealistic. Certainly it is not what
most Americans would ask if they
were free to ask for the ideal arrangement. But what are the alternatives? The only way Chiang
Kai Shek will ever see Peking
again will be from the front seat
of an American jeep, and we see
no strong evidence of enthusiasm
on the part of the American
people for going to war with the
Chinese Communists.
It may be objected also that
such a suggestion would not solve
the fundamental problems posed
by overpopulation, underdevelopment, and virulent nationalism in the Far East. To that
criticism we readily agree. But it
seems to us that these problems
lie beyond the competence of
man to solve by treaty or agreement. We can only trust to time
to solve such problems-time and
an atmosphere of general good
will.
~

Capital Punishment
The execution by hanging of

an English woman for the murder of the man who jilted her . .
has stirred up a new wave of de- .mands on both sides of the Atlantic for the abolition of capi- '
tal punishment.
...,

Six states and the Common- ..
wealth of Puerto Rico have already abolished the death pen- ~
alty. These six states are among_
those states which have a reputation for good public order and • "j
wise legislation. Among t h e _..
states which still exact the death
penalty, the trend has been away A.
from the more grizzly forms of
execution, such as hanging or .....
shooting, toward more humane
forms, such as lethal gas. Side by
side with this tendency there has •
developed a tendency for juries ... ·
to convict on less than firstdegree counts or to recommend ,.
mercy.

We have wrestled with this
question a long, long time. There • '
is something almost inhumanly ..
cruel about leading a living,
healthy human being into a 'W
room at a certain hour on a certain day and there, coolly and ' ·
methodically, extinguishing
life. Human life is the holiest
thing in the universe, next to ...
God Himself, and it seems almost •
a monstrous usurpation of divine
prerogatives for anyone, even a r
minister of the state, to take

1
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upon himself the decision to ter... minate a life.
It was this almost religious
reverence for life which long
~ prompted us to favor the aboli+ tion of capital punishment. And
we freely confess that we are still
... strongly attached, emotionally, to
that position. But we never stated
such a position editorially because we could not square it with
what appear to be dearly con,. trary directives in the Scriptures.
• One thing, perhaps, which had
confused our thinking was the
A. contention so often stated that it
,._ has come to be accepted as a
moral principle, that penalties
ought always to be designed
either to reform the criminal or
• to dissuade possible criminals,
"" and ought never to be purely
punitive. The death penalty cer-) tainly does not reform the
,., murderer, nor is there any strong
evidence that it dissuades the po• tential murderer. But is it really
true that penalties ought never
~to be purely punitive?
As far as men are concerned,
life is indeed an unalienable
" right. But as far as the Creator
~s concerned, life is apparently
a conditional gift. And so, in
"1the ninth chapter of Genesis,
God is quoted as having told
Noah and his family, "Whoso
-1 sheddeth man's blood, by man
shall his blood be shed: for in

f.
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the image of God made he man."
It is this last clause that particularly strikes us. Here is the
answer to our concern for the
dignity of man and for the sanctity of human life. Precisely because man is free and endowed
by his Creator with an unalienable right to life, murder is an
intolerable affront to the very
integrity of God's creation. The
murderer surrenders whatever
rights he might previously have
claimed upon the understanding
and generosity of his fellowmen
and places himself directly under
divine judgment. He must die,
not because dying will reform
him or dissuade those who might
feel inclined to imitate his example, but because he has violated the conditions under which
he was entrusted with the gift of
life.
We would be happy indeed if
someone could show us that our
exegesis has been false. We still
find the death penalty a horrible
and revolting thing. But as of
now, we feel compelled to say
that we have no choice in the
matter: we must obey what seems
to us to be a dear and unqualified command.
~

Return of Sanity
During the recent vacation, we
were looking over the past year's

6
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numbers of several of the national magazines, and it suddenly occurred to us that a word
which only a year ago was on
every lip has just about passed
out of the vocabulary. That word
is "McCarthyism," and its passing seems to coincide with a
healthy resurgence of sanity in
our national life.
It would be hard to say just
when the fever broke and our
recovery set in. Some might say
that the crisis was the Watkins
Committee hearings. Others
credit marriage with having
made a new man of Joe. Whatever happened, we are grateful
for it and we see no indications
that the kenneling of the bloodhounds has damaged the security
of the United States.
Meanwhile, with the fever
broken, we have begun to act
more like the old Uncle Sam
again. The loosely-drawn blunderbuss indictments a g a 'i n s t
Owen Lattimore have b e e n
thrown out by the federal courts,
leaving his case where it belongs
-a matter of debate which appears to be outside the area of
judicial decision. The claim by
the State Department that it
possesses sole competence to decide who may and who may not
go abroad with an American
passport has been overruled by
a court decision which places the

right to travel in the category
1o£ natural rights. Other actions
by the courts and by administrative agencies have shown the
same trend toward broadening, ~
rather than narrowing, the limits ._
of freedom to dissent from majority opinion.
For this change in the national
climate of thought, we believe
that a fairly considerable amount
of credit is due to the Eisenhower administration. Pub 1 i c •
opinion is a funny thing. We say ...
that we have a govemment of
laws and not of men, but the . ._
fact is that personalities are, and ,..
always have been, of critical importance in our national affairs.
What we have now is a Presi- .
dent who adequately satisfies our
national father-craving. Harry ""
Truman was a well-liked and
( generally respected president,
but he was an inadequate father- ,..
symbol. He was much more of
an uncle-symbol, and a rather•
rakish uncle at that. "General
Ike" is everybody's dad. He's got,.
a bald spot where he ought to
have one and he wears a vest
even on hot days and he has no _,.
public speaking style to brag•
about and every now and then
a rumor trickles out of Washing-,.
ton that when he gets riled up
it's really something. Aint no
bears going to get into the bed- troom as long as Daddy's sitting

..
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in the living room and aint no
.. Communists going to get into
the guvmint long as Daddy's sitting in the White House. Uncle
., Harry might not have taken
.._them seriously, but Daddy would
just squoosh them with his bare
~hands.

The fact that President Eisenhower has become a sort of
father-symbol is a tribute to his
.. intelligence and his integrity.
Nor is there anything wrong in
..._a nation's seeking comfort and
assurance from a father-like na~ tiona! leader. The need for such
_. a symbol is a basic human need
and was, for a long time, the
strength of monarchy. But we do
think that now that we have be• gun to get back to our senses we
o1 might make a note not to go into
hysterics the next time our na..., tiona! house is missing a father.

• That Doggoned
• Basketball
Every man must reconcile himself to becoming out of date. We
-1 have never expected to be ac•cepted by our grandchildren as
anything more than an amusing
" old gaffer with a fund of stories
about the ancient past and a bag
of candy smuggled in under the
1 suspicious eye of our daughterin-law.
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The trouble is that we had
pictured ourself in this anachronistic role sometime in the fairly
remote future-when we reach .
seventy or thereabouts. But here
we are, only half way along toward that age, and it has happened already. Our eldest son,
age eight, is forever correcting
our faulty identifications of aircraft and his social set treats us
with all the deferenc:e due to an
ancient who can still remember
when pilots wore goggles .
But we need none of these
outside testimonies to our obsolescence. Our reaction to each
day's news is testimony enough
in itself. There was a time when
we read the newspaper with
curiosity. Then came the years
when we read it with fear. Now
we read it with a mixture of incomprehension and suspicion.
Take this man-made satellite,
now. By the end of 1957 there
is going to be this Thing, about
the size of a basketball, travelling in an orbit around the
earth. It will have gadgets in it
to measure this and that and it
will report its findings by radio.
"That's great," a lot of people
are saying, "this is man's first
positive step toward the conquest of space."
What we want to know is
whether there are any other
people in the world who, like us,

8
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don't want to conquer space,
don't want to go to Mars, don't
want gadgets circling around the
earth. And if there are, what can
we do about it?
We recognize this attitude of
ours as a reactionary one, maybe
even the sort of attitude that
made things tough for Columbus
and Robert Fulton and Edison.
It is, by now, an article of the
popular faith that science can
not stand still, that whatever
way the road may lead-whether
to Paradise or to Armageddonthe course must continue to be
onward. We're not going to condemn those people because it is
that sort of person that has given
us polio vaccines and television
and all sorts of other pleasant
things. At most, we would wish
that such people might be a little
more careful about the lines
along which they develop their
interests.
If all of this sounds a bit rueful, it is because we feel a bit
rueful. In all seriousness, we
find ourself wondering whether
or not there is, in the expansion
of man's knowledge, a point of
diminishing returns comparable
to that which the economists
talk about. Is there, even if only
theoretically, a point beyond
which the good fruits of man's
knowledge begin to be overbalanced by the risks which that

knowledge imposes upon him?
And if there is, can anything be ~
done about it?
<
Meanwhile, we've got that
basketball literally hanging over -...
our heads. Let's at least hope -J.
that they don't give it some cute
name.

The Straitened Church
During the past summer, _..
Lutheranism has received somewhat more than its share of un- _.
favorable publicity. In Mil- .~o
waukee, a United Lutheran pastor was brought to trial before ..
a synodical court on charges of
heresy and some newspapers
played up the proceedings as ...
though they represented a re- I.
establishment of the Inquisition.
Earlier in the summer, the long ~"
story of dissension within the
Synodical C o n f e r e n c e had . .
reached a climax in the Nor- •
wegian Synod's announcement
that it could no longer practise -.
fellowship with the Missouri
Synod, a decision in which delegates to the convention of the \Wisconsin Synod were asked to
~
concur last month.
An observation which one can ,.
hardly refrain from making when ~
one observes the sort of treatment these church difficulties rget in the press is that the gen-
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eral level of church news reporting is deplorably low. If any
sports editor in the country were
as little conversant with his field
..Jf'
as is the average church editor,
o~ he would not last beyond one
issue. But that is a side matter.
...
What we think needs to be
said is that only the mind which
is accustomed to think in religious terms, only the person
who is acquainted with the char....
acteristics of the religious per• sonality is in any position to
evaluate these internal difficul). ties of the church. Churches are
• not clubs or political parties.
Churches are not democracies.
Theology is not, like politics, the
art of the possible. It is, rather,
~ a deadly serious search for abso.. lute truth. And that truth, once
found, may not be compromised.
_, There is such a thing as heresy,
.»
and when a charge of heresy is
raised a church has no choice but
• to investigate it. There are such
things as differences of doctrine
' and practise between church
.,.
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bodies, and irrespective of which
body may be right and which
wrong, differences must be stated
as differences and must not be
covered up by pretty words and
superficial demonstrations of
unity.
It must be a matter of profound regret to all Christians
when there are public evidences
of discord within or among
church bodies. But it will be a
matter of even more profound
regret when truth is so little regarded in the church that differences in teaching and practise
are glossed over for the sake of
appearances. One can deplore,
from his very heart, the rupture
within the Synodical Conference
but it would be an unmitigated
tragedy if the component synods,
having found themselves in irr e so 1 v a b 1 e disagreement on
points of conscience, had agreed,
for the sake of appearances, to
pretend a unity which had
ceased to exist.

...
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A L FR E D

If you have ever had the urge
to get away from it all on a tropical island-a small dot on the
map with palm trees, coral, and
blue-green water-here is the report of a man who also had that
urge and did something about it.
Our guest columnist this month,
Mr. Michael M. Hare, and his
wife, fane, took time off from a
business trip to South Ame1·ica a
few months ago, to set up housekeeping on an island in the
Caribbean no white man had
ever visited.
Mr. Hare is an architect with
offices in New York City. He is
1·esponsible for two new, unusual, and very attractive buildings on the Valparaiso campus,
the Valparaiso Union, and Dau
and Kreinheder Halls.
While he has written for
various professional magazines,

this is Mr. Hare's first attempt _.
at informal writing, and I think
i..
you will agree it is a successful
attempt. The trip to South •
America, which he describes in
this column, was for the purpose
of letting bids on the construction of two buildings, a United '
States EmbaSS)' building and the 1.
ambassadors residence in Honduras, for which he is the archi- ,...
teet.

Three Days in Paradise ..
By

MICHAEL M . HARE

Little boats with sails on, ~
called yachts, are suspect to Jane, -...
but large sooty boats, called
steamers, have big appeal. I -Y
guess one spells work and the .,
other play. In the past, my idea
of a vacation has always pre- ~
vailed and Jane has permitted
herself to be tossed about in
10
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small boats as she cleans up the
mess I have made in the galley.
This time I decided that my
wife should have the comforts
of sea travel, even though Hare
could not be the skipper. Our
transportation to H o n d u r a s,
therefore, was S.S. Contessa, five
days New York to La Ceiba. My
trip was on behalf of the State
Department, but we thought by
adding both some money and
some time we could also have a
deluxe vacation.
Actually, our proud vessel was
a banana boat. These, it turns
out, lack some of the glamor of
the Queens. Yet Contessa, despite her many years, is really a
gem of a little ship with a fast
hull and highly competent crew.
We boarded her separately. I
went first with twelve pieces of
baggage. How wise this was .
Travel with twelve pieces of baggage is enough to unsettle anyone and I have a weakness for
acting the obnoxious VIP under
the stress of playing nursemaid
to a lot of equipment. The decision to embark separately
spared Jane the sight of my
usual antics. Sure enough, on
my arrival at the pier, there
quickly ensued an altercation
regarding my right to bring
aboard a few shot guns. With
the Nicaragua-Costa Rica conflict in full swing, my sporting

~
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equipment assumed the importance of a veritable arsenal.
Supported by a permit from the
Honduran Minister of War, I
carried the day.
The victory soothed my ulcers
and generally improved my digestion. A lucky thing it was, too,
as a sound digestion seemed to
me indispensable to the daily
eating of light grey food at
ll:30 a.m. and dark grey food at
5:00 p.m. Jane would have
eaten the food willingly if it had
all been pistachio green, provided she did not have to prepare
it. But the food could be considered fair if one were not too
"pernickety".
The other passengers, ten in
number, of course appeared most
objectionable when first met, as
is usual on these affairs, bu t
later developed pleasantly human qualities. In fact, within
two days, we were all as friendly
as could be expected. However,
the Captain, very much the
proper Scot, in starched uniform,
made his attitude clear from the
beginning. "Every banana a
guest, every passenger a pest",
was his motto. Despite the cold
water this threw on any ideas of
being "palsy-walsy" with the officers, I was able to play at sailor
by standing just abaft the forbidden bridge holding a large
pair of binoculars which I had
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lugged along for this very purpose. They finally caught the
attention of the navigator and
gave me a chance to talk such
a good game to him that he
filched me a whole set of charts.
Thus I could put on quite a
show for the passengers, happily
informing them of our position
from hour to hour. Even though
the bananas may have known
our daily position, the passengers
were never given this conventional information.
Five days of this easy life were
quite enough, even for Jane. We
finally left our ship and her
cruise passengers without regret
at the Caribbean port of La
Ceiba, but felt a little lonely,
isolated in that banana town.
As a city, La Ceiba leaves
something to be desired. Indeed,
the only hotel which didn't
look entirely like a flophouse
was a ramshackle affair in need
not only of paint, but very probably in need of everything from
the beams out. We registered
with misgiving.
By profession and inclination
I am an inveterate planner, so
Jane had insisted that a vacation
meant no, positively no, advance
planning. A radio-telephone call
to the Embassy in the capital
city of Tegucigalpa some hundred miles away in the mountains confirmed that my profes-

sional mm1strations in dealing
with the building contractors
were not necessary for another
ten days. So there we were ready
for anything; that is, ready after
twenty-four hours of frantic attempts to untangle the Spanish
language and the radio operator
long enough to hear some intelligible remarks at the other
end of the line.
Despite my reluctant agreement to the "no planning", I
did have in the back of my mind
the thought of going to the Islas
de la Bahia, romantic looking
splotches on the chart, some
forty-five miles off the Coast.
This seed of a plan immediately
grew and bloomed, nurtured by
the hot dustiness of Ceiba. Indeed, it was only a day later that
we arrived at the little village of
French Harbour on the island of
Roatan. We reached it via a
chartered "stink-pot", the name
by which I insultingly refer to all
power boats not big enough to
answer back. Our arrival in a
town whose hundred inhabitants
had not seen a real, honest-togoodness American in the memory of li_ving persons was quite
an event. The little village is
perched on a coral reef beside
the inlet to a delightful, almost
land-locked, long harbour lying
under the wooded hills of Roatan. These people are English
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speaking, although Honduran fortable old swayback bed. Of
citizens. They are descended, so other conveniences there was
tradition says, from the crew of nothing, "but nothing". A franSir Henry Morgan, the pirate. tic look lurked behind our hosThis seems somewhat doubtful, tesses' welcoming smile, and no
but it is difficult to check since wonder! The day before, she had
no one's knowledge of his ante- been left alone with two very
cedents go e s beyond grand- small and active grandchildren,
parents. Half the village is the youngest not even properly
named McNab, and some Mc- weaned. A whispered council of
Nab grandparents, at any rate, war was held. We decided that
came directly from Scotland. An- one night's hospitality was as
other family, the Woods, had mi- much as we could reasonably ask.
grated two generations back No doubt our judgment was also
from the Cayman Islands far to affected by the position of the
the North. Most of the able- privy. This worn looking strucbodied men now leave the island ture could only be reached by
to ship on banana boats which walking across the main drag,
partially explains why the town bowing right and left, to the
lies in a deep coma.
coral shore a few feet away.
I had equipped myself with an There it hung precariously over
introduction to the aunt of the water, surrounded by small
Contessa's steward. As we docked children in swimming.
at the rickety wharf, a runner
Like many others, I have
was despatched with the note often cherished the juvenile idea
and soon we were escorted by that Paradise is to be found in
the Commandate of the Port, lolling all lazy under the palm
small boys carrying our heavy trees. Therefore, the next mornbaggage and others who just ing, as if it had been our plan
joined us on the way along the all along (and maybe it was
main street, or rather path, to mine), we announced that we
her house.
intended to go camping on the
Nobody could have been more cay belonging to our friend, the
hospitable or more gracious steward. From the public rethan Mrs. McNab, but the ex- action, you might have thought
tent of our imposition was quite we were going to the ends of the
apparent. At great inconvenience earth. It is curious that when
to herself, she gave us a pleasant the niceties of civilization are so
room with a surprisingly com- precariously maintained, it be-
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comes unthinkable even to go
outside the house without shoes
on (you'll catch cold), not to
speak of wandering off all innocent to an uninhabited island.
Getting to g e the r enough
equipment was quite a job in
this village where everyone lives
on the brink of destitution. A
chart from Contessa, two hammocks, one a rather small piece
of bed ticking w i t h ropes
through it, two gallons of water,
two cans of vegetable soup, one
can of sardines, some onions and
plenty of plantains. In case you
don't know, plantains are bananas without taste. They are
the staple diet of the islands,
boiled, fried, or candied. The
most acceptable form of cooking
reduces them to an approximation of potato chips. This is accomplished by frying them m
blanquita, a coconut lard so
persistent in its greasiness as to
defy every detergent known.
Our means of transportation
was a borrowed log canoe 18
inches wide, 18 feet long, hollowed out of a single mahogany
log. There was only one broken
seat thwart on which, of course,
I sat as skipper, while Jean,
heavy paddle in hand, was
perched on a pile of baggage.
Very nice lines, this canoe. The
trouble was that it weighed 500
pounds. The two of us were bare-

ly able to move it. We finally
dragged it down to what can
only be described as a sewage
lagoon. As might be expected,
our embarkation was watched by
a gallery of prominent citizens,
including the Commandante. We
disappointed them grievously by
not capsizing immediately into
the sewage. It did require a major effort of will.
Once off, we passed quickly
under a little wooden bridge,
then across the chop of the inlet
and down the long reach of the
very blue and very clear harbour to our island only about
three miles downwind, "Paradise Regained" itself. Coconut
palms swayed just slightly in the
trade wind under a clear sky
with little puffs of white clouds
silently moving from east to
west.
Our efforts at nestmaking were
not too successful. A hut of palm
thatch sounds easy for an architeet, but just try making one.
To be sure, I was slightly handicapped by an injury sustained
directly after arrival. Intoxicated
by the setting, I felt impelled to
climb a tree, this a palm which
hung in the traditional manner,
out over the Caribbean. As I
tried to do it monkey fashion, on
hands and feet, the result was
exactly as one would expect. I
suddenly hugged the trunk and
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then revolved rapidly around it
180 degrees, sanding off my skin
before plopping quietly into the
sea. Luckily, our stateside medical supplies were adequate to the
~ occasion.
The palm hut we gave up in
disgust. It ended up just big
enough to protect our baggage
from the rain, which fortunately
never materialized. Our only
fishing equipment was a face
mask and a kitchen fork, our
only tool a small machete, but
for three days we did very well.
At least I could see the thousands of many-hued fish under
the water by the barrier reef.
Our catch, however, was limited
.. to prickly sea urchins and snaillike shell fish named conch. The
... former, even in a stew, are impossible; and the latter, even
when beaten to a pulp with a
machete, lack that certain something. Grackles, however, the
,. local equivalent of crows, were
very tasty. With a great feeling
-1
of accomplishment, I potted
these poor talkative birds out of
the tree tops and broiled them
over a fire of coconut husks. In1 cidentally, the coconut itself in
its pristine state is not a very
~ appetizing form of food.
My conclusion is that three
days in an imitation Paradise are
quite enough. It takes just that
long to prove that there is no
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play without work. Faced with
the necessity of actual labor if
we were to survive, we terminated this little idyll. Possibly the
fact that I was soon reduced to
mixing my rum with green coconut juice to conserve the dwindling supply of water played a
part.
We paddled back against a
stiff trade wind, not too reluctantly, but with some difficuly
as the mahogany log leaked a
surprising amount of water. With
special forethought, the moment
we reached French Harbour, I
engaged a private cabin, by
radio-telephone, on the local
produce boat which was to stop
there before going to the mainland port of La Ceiba that night.
During the day we looked forward with pleasure to this luxury. On boarding, however, we
found that privacy is a relative
term. Our cabin was the wheelhouse, six feet by eight feet,
where we were joined by seven
other passengers and disposed
around the sides of this doghouse like coffins in a vault. In
fact it appeared, from the condition of the equipment aboard,
quite probable that the whole
vessel could turn into a watery
tomb without any great difficulty. Fate ruled otherwise and
we docked safely next morning.
Oh Ceiba, Mecca of the Carib-
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bean! Ah that magnificent hotel!
What beauty, what comfort, except that we suffered badly from
the bites of a family of fleas that
had slept with us on the boat. If
there was running water, who
cared if there was no paint?
Then off to Tegucigalpa by
air, where I did my best to represent the United States as if I
had never been so undignified

as to climb palm trees under
such peculiar circumstances.

Postscript: A report reached
the Embassy from the North
Coast a month later that two
Gringos had found $100,000 on
Crescent Cay and carried it away
in a great big sack. What other
explanation could there be for
two crazy Americans, heavily
armed, going to Roatan?
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Where silence walks upon the crimson leaves,
I love to lose my dreams ...my soul believes
In beauty when the sun begins to be
A softer bell ringing upon the tree.
I love to watch the blindness of the birds,
Deserting autumn now and its sad words,
Each flower turns to paper in the yard,
A lilac-colored smoke steals in, has scarred
The lovely peace of avenues. A poem
Of fire September is, a wild, straw home
For gypsies in their painted darkness ...now
The grass unfeeds, the greenness goes, fields bow
To God ... a candle lights itself in gold,
My dreams laugh in their restless autumn mood.
MARioN ScHOEBERLEIN

.

The Abundant life
Four Meditations on the Christian Hope
BY OswALD RIEss, Pastor
Bethany Lutheran. Church, Detroit

•
o..
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God. Life is fellowship with
God. Life is togetherness with
God.
Do you know what that
means? Our first thought, when
we speak of the life that is ours
through Jesus, is usually of the
future. We think forward to our
journey's end. We tell ourselves
that the grave is not our goal.
We cheer ourselves with the
promise that someday we shall
be with God in heaven. Nor
would I say one word to dim that
prospect or to minimize its content. Heaven is ours by the blood
of Jesus. There we shall be forever with the Lord, and "naught
between." Being w i t h Him
where He is, seeing Him as He
is, knowing Him even as we are
known-that will be life at its
ultimate, a togetherness with
God of which here below we can
better dream than speak.

Waves of God
If it is true that Christian men

and women are eager to rise to a
high challenge, then the subject
before us should command more
than your attention for a few
hours; it should command yo.u
for the rest of your days.

•

I want to speak to you about
the abundant life. Jesus says: "I
• am come that they might have
life, and that they might have it
more abundantly." It is in these
~
words, and particularly in the
,. "abundantly," that I find the
challenge of a lifetime.
I wish that I could face you
individually; we are dealing with
such an intensely personal matter. I take it that you are Chris1 tians;
that you trust in the
Christ who died in your place;
-1 that in Him you have forgiveness, sonship, life. Life-what is
life? Life is communion with

""9

Oh, where
Where but
Where
With all
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shall joy be found?
on heavenly groung?
the angels singing
the saints unite,
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Sweetest praises bringing
In heavenly joy and light.

No, don't stop singing your In
dulci j ubi l o> nor ever be
ashamed of sighing, as often as
in this low valley you think of
"the glory that shall be revealed
in us":
Oh, that we were there!
Oh, that we were there!

Yet we are making no small
mistake if, while we long for the
There, we neglect the Here.
There is not only a future but
also a present glory of the sons
of God. That life which is ours
in Christ Jesus is a togetherness
with God now. And while it is
a togetherness "by faith, and not
by sight," a foretaste of the "joy
unspeakable and full of glory"
that awaits us, it is nevertheless
a togetherness whose possibilities
are beyond exhaustion.
That, I believe, is what Jesus
has in mind when He not only
says "I am come that they might
have life," but adds "and that
they might have it more abundantly." Abundantly. I always
liked that word. And ever since
I read Arthur John Gossip's
comment on "He will abundantly pardon,"* it recalls to me an
unforgettable picture. Listen to
this:
Abundantly. Coleridge assures
us that we never really understand a word until we see the

picture that lies fossilized and imprisoned at the heart of it. Well,
do you see the picture here?
Abundantly. Go down to the sea
beach, and watch the tide come
in-wave upon wave, wave upon
wave, until your brain grows
dizzy, and your eyes are tired.
And still out of the fulness
yonder, still as full as ever, wave
upon wave comes crashing into
whiteness at your very feet.
Abundantly! Wave upon wave of
it. Such is the mercy of God towards your soul.

Then, quoting the words with •
which the folk of Scotland
pledge themselves to one an- ~
other, and which they even call
after those who have passed on,
Till all the seas gang dry, my dear,
And the rocks melt wi' the sun,

Gossip says that this is the very
covenant God makes with you
and me.
The waves of God! See them ... I
coming towards us. Waves crimsoned with the blood of the
Lamb. Waves shimmering with
undying love. Waves calm with
the peace of heaven. Waves ..,.
dancing with the joy of the
Father's house. Waves strong
with the strength of Jehovah.
Waves, waves, waves. Rolling
endlessly out of the fulness of
God. Heavy with all, and more,
than we can ask or think. Pour- ~
ing their treasure store, everything that can make our lives
full and rich and complete, with
divine prodigality at our feet.

*Experience Worketh Hope> Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

1945.
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That is the picture. It overwhelms me. It makes me cry out,
Has God in heaven no work to do
But miracles of love for me!

,.,. .
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Bethlehem, Calvary, Pentecost,
and the endless waves. And all
for mel
But that is not the whole picture. I who am sitting on the
shore of the ocean of the fulness
of God; I who have had the
waves of His boundless resources
coming my way for as long, and
longer, than I remember-! am
the other part of the picture.
And as I take a long look at myself, I am reminded of something
I read recently-the final scene
in Beauchamp's Career.
C om m an d e r Beauchamp is
dead. His officers are stunned by
the loss of their beloved leader.
Suddenly one of them, Lord
Romfry, exclaims as he points to
a woman lugging something into
their midst: "What's this?" "She's
the mother, my lord," several
explain to him. "Mother of
what?" he snaps. "My boy,"
cries the woman, and drags the
urchin to Romfry's feet, cleaning the boy's face with her
apron. "It's the boy Commander
Beauchamp saved while he himself was drowned," says a man.
All the lights are turned on the
boy. This is what we have for
Beauchamp! It is not uttered,
but it is visible in the blank
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stare of the men as they examine the insignificant bit of a
mudbank remammg in this
world in place of their great
commander.
Today as I look at myself, at
that pathetically ordinary person
bearing my name, I have a similar feeling of sore disappointment. And this is what God has
for the death of His Son! And
for the waves that are whelming
His fulness toward mel Bounteous God, why am I not filled
with Thy fulness?
If that is also your cry, if you
are heartily dissatisfied with
yourself, if there is any panting
'in you for more of God in your
life, then you will join me in
what I pray will prove a rewarding quest.

II
All Fulness in Christ
Seven years ago there appeared
a notable anthology of religion
in modern literature. I mention
the book here because of its significant title. Its editors, none
less than Halford E. L uccock
and Frances Brentano, called it
The Questing Spirit.
That phrase well describes the
temper of our time. People are
looking for something they know
not where to find. T. S. Eliot, in
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The Rock•, expressed their
searching in these eloquently
despairing lines:
Where is the Life we have lost in
living?
Where is the wisdom we have lost
in knowledge?
Where is the knowledge we have
lost in information?
The cycles of heaven in twenty
centuries
Bring us farther from God and
nearer to the Dust.

Where is the Life? where is the
wisdom? where is the knowledge?
-these are the cries of men. And
somehow, as they utter them,
men sense that they are uttering,
not three cries, or more, but one
cry: Where is God1 They sense
that he that has God, has life,
has all.
In that, of course, they are
very right. If only they were as
right in discerning, amid a babel
of voices issuing from blind
leaders of the blind, the one
Voice that brings authentic tidings from afar. On the sands of
today's atomic wasteland there
is One standing and still proclaiming as He did long ago:
"Soul, I am thy God. I alone am
thy Life." But people are still
rejecting His high claims, and
damning Him with faint praise.
And the Unknown God is still
saying, first as to Himself: "I
am come that they might have
life," then to the groping masses:
"And ye will not come to Me
*Collected Poems, Harcoul\t,

that ye might have life."
That is the supreme tragedy
of our time-of any time, for
that matter-that men will not
come to Him that they might
have life. But there is another ...
tragedy which ranks right next
to it, one that involves you and ~-"
me who have come to Him and
have life. Christ has a word today not only for those who are
far from Him, but also for us
who are close to Him-yet not '
nearly as close to Him as we
should be. That word is: "I am ,._
come that you might have life
more abundantly. Why don't
you live with Me and so enjoy
the life that you have in Me in
an ever-increasing measure?"
Here is the deep reason why •
we do not get more out of our \to
religion than we do; why we are
the smallish, stunted, shriveledup speciments of Christians that I,;
we are; why the waves of God,
rolling in toward us day and ~
night in endless succession out of
the inexhaustible ocean which is r
the fulness of God, are barely
wetting our spiritual feet: we
are not living with Christ as we
should.
Paul has a pertinent word on
this subject. He tells us that "it
pleased the Father that in Christ
should all fulness dwell." Mark
that: the fulness of God is in-

Brace and Company, New York.
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•
separably linked with Christ, is
in Christ.
In Him all fulness dwelleth,
All grace and power divine,
The glory that excelleth,
0 Son of God, is Thine.
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thinks of the inifinite possibilities that are open to us. Finally,
clean out of breath, and pulling
us after him, he bursts into the
holy of holies of the Most High,
into the very throne room of
God brimming and overflowing
with all that God is and has and
does, and cries to us: "There!
That is what I am talking about.
That is what I am asking for
you. That is what I want you to
have: the fulness of God-all of
it-filling your life to the full."
And when we ask Paul how so
much can become our own, he
answers us that the secret lies in
our learning one life-long lesson. Let Christ live in you, he
tells us, and know the love of
Christ-the love of Christ which
passeth knowledge.

What follows? This: whatever
we receive out of the fulness of
God, is received through our
togetherness with Christ. And
this: the closer our togetherness
with Christ, the more we receive
out of the fulness of God.
It is with this truth in mind
~
that Paul prays for his Ephesians
and us: "I bow my knees unto
the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is
named, that He would grant you,
_ according to the riches of His
glory, to be strengthened with
-1
might by His Spirit in the inner
man,· that Christ may dwell in
Paul has no higher prayer for
your heart by faith; that ye, be- us, even as he has none higher
~
ing rooted and grounded in love, for himself. This was his domimay be able to comprehend with nant desire throughout his Chris• all the saints what is the breadth, tian life. Speaking of his converand length, and depth, and sion and what followed, he wrote
"' height; and to know the love of to the Galatians: "When it
Christ, which passeth knowledge, pleased God to reveal His Son
that ye might be filled with all in me, that I might preach Him
., the fulness of God."
among the heathen, immediately
_,
After reading that prayer we I conferred not with flesh and
can somewhat understand why blood; neither went I up to
·" Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians Jerusalem to them which were
has been called "The Epistle of apostles before me; but I went
the Ascension." Paul soars like up into Arabia." There is some" an eagle, his phrases struggling thing mysterious about these last
upward and ever upward as he words. It is the only information
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we have about his going to that
country and his staying there for
we know not how long, but possibly up to three years. What did
Paul do in the Arabian desert?
The context, which places his
going to Arabia into strong contrast with conferring with flesh
and blood, and into equally
strong contrast with conferring
with the other apostles, gives us
the answer. Paul went to Arabia
for the purpose of conferring inwardly with Someone Else-with
the Son of God whom God had
revealed, as Paul says, "in me."
You see, Paul had fallen in
love. The symptoms are unmistakable. Old Alexander Whyte
describes them like this: •

•
deed, there is nobody and nothing
now and always in Paul's mouth
but Jesus Christ and His Cross.'

Sometime ago I found these
lines:
I see His blood upon the rose
And in the stars the glory of
His eyes,
His body gleams amid eternal
snows,
His tears fall from the skies.

J

All pathways by His feet are
worn,
His strong heart stirs the everbeating sea,
His crown of thorns is twined
with every thorn,
His cross is every tree.

What do such words mean to
you? I am sure that Paul would
have understood them. Paul's
whole career from Damascus on
was characterized by an inner
and intimate-by a conjugal togetherness with Christ having
this purpose: to behold the glory
of the Beloved, and, in beholding it, to inflame itself to behold
the glory of the Beloved more
and more.
Long after Damascus and
Arabia, Paul summed up all his
desire in five simple words:
"That I may know Him." That
I may know Him-not about
Him, but Him. That I may know
Him - personally, increasingly,
experimentally know Him. That
was the ambition of Paul, and I
can recommend it to you as
worthy of your best spiritual ef-

When first you fell in love;
when first your captivated heart
made you like the chariots of
Amninadib, the whole world was
full of one name for you. There
was no other name for you in all
the world. Every bird sang that
name. Every rock echoed with
that name. You wrote that name
everywhere. You read that name
everywhere. You loved everybody and everything for the sake
of that name'.
Now it was something like
that-between Paul and Jesus
Christ. Only, it was far better
than that between Paul and Jesus
Christ... , and it was far more
lasting with them than it has
been with you. Luther, who was
almost as great a lover of Jesus
Christ as Paul was, has this over
and over again about Paul and
Jesus Christ: 'Jesus Christ is
never out of Paul's mouth. In* Bible Characters, Zondervan Publishing House, Grand Rapids.
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fort. Many things clamor for
your attention; only one thing
deserves your devotion, your
"This one thing I do": living
with Christ, knowing Christ, beholding the glory of Christ. It is
the way to the abundant life.
There is no other.
~

Ill
Beholding His Glory
One day, after going through
the National Art Gallery in
London, a r a t h e r inartistic
sightseer remarked to an attendant: "I don't think much of
your pictures." "Excuse me,
sir," was the telling reply, "the
pictures are not on trial."
The same thing is keenly true
of the subject that is now before us. You may not particularly like my presentation of this
subject-for that you could ha~e
... good technical reasons; but If
you do not like this subject, you
fall under the judgment pronounced by Paul: "The natural
man receiveth not the things of
the Spirit of God; for they are
1 foolishness unto him; neither
can he know them, because they
are spiritually discerned." In
plain words, if you do not like

f
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my speaking to you about the
glory of Christ, it is because you
are still blind.
To this I might add that, if
such were your condition, you
would certainly find yourself altogether out of place in heaven.
What would you do there?
Listen to Christ praying: "Father, I will that they also, whom
Thou hast given Me, be with
Me where I am, that they may
behold My glory.'' The blessedness of heaven, according to
these words of Christ, consists in
beholding the glory of Christ. If
that is true, then tell me, what
possible blessedness could you
find in heaven having no eye for
the glory of Christ?
On the other hand, if "God,
who commanded the light to
shine out of darkness, hath
shined"-as I believe He has "in your heart, to give you the
knowledge of the glory of God
in the face of Jesus Christ"; if
you are no longer blind, but
see; then, I am sure, there is
nothing that you would rather
see, today or any day, than the
glory of Christ. Then you find
no overstatement in words like
these by John Owen:•
He who has had a real view of
the glory of Christ, though he

*The Glory of Christ Moody Press, Copyright 1949 by the Moody Bible
Institute, Chicago. Other Owen quotations in this article are taken from
the same work.
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the earth." Let me make that
clear. But let me make it just
as clear that, important as the
mirror is, it is the image in the
For then you know that the mirror that is all-important. All
glory of Christ is the glowing your high esteem of Scripture,
center in which all the rays of plus all your knowledge of
the divine glory meet and rest. books, persons, and data of
The dawning of heaven is in it, Scripture, will gain you nothing,
and the springs of abundant liv- unless all serves the high end
ing.
for which all Scripture was writKnowing this, you will not' ten, and which Christ points out .L
neglect the one means God has unmistakably when He says,
given us here below for behold- "Search the Scriptures; for in
ing the glory of Christ. Speaking them ye think ye have eternal
of Scripture, Paul calls it the life; and they are they which
"glass," or mirror, in which we testify of Me." There is only one
behold the glory of Christ. The way of finding the abundant life
pity is that, while we make much in your Bible, and that is by
of the mirror in our formal re- searching your Bible with this
ligious thinking, we do not, by prayer to the Holy Spirit everway of devotional living, make lastingly permeating your searchenough use of the mirror for ing:
Let me see my Savior's face,
the supreme purpose. for which
Let me all His beauties trace;
the mirror exists: the beholding
Show those glorious truths to me
"
of the glory of Christ.
Which are only known to Thee.
You must sense by this time ,...
Now, do not misunderstand
me. I believe with all my heart that I am speaking of more than ""
that "all Scripture is given by taking an occasional glimpse at
inspiration of God." With Lu- this or that page or passage of
ther, I tremble before what he Scripture. It is not without
calls "the majesty" of Holy reason that Christ urges us to
Scripture. I feel as he does: were "search," to examine into and ,..
I to contradict, or even to mini- ransack, "the Scriptures," all of
mize, one word of Scripture, that them. For the whole Scripture ~
one word would be enough to is, as Luther says, "all Christ,
"make the world too small for God's and Mary's Son, that we
a
me''-or, as Dr. Dau translates might live through Him." Nor is
it, to "push me off the face of there any one chapter, or even
know himself to be a poor, sinful,
dying worm of the earth, yet
would he not be an angel in
heaven if therefore he should
lose the sight of it.

..
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book, of Scripture of which it
can be said: Here all the features
of Christ are gathered into one
complete picture of Christ. And
do you know why that is? why
we must trace the beauties of
Christ through a thousand pages
of Scripture? I know of no better
explanation than that given by
John Owen. I am going to quote
that old Puritan divine at length.
You will have to follow him
closely; the grammar is heavy;
and so, in another sense, is the
content-heavy with gold.
Nor does the Scripture, in any
one place, make an entire proposal of the glory of Christ with
all that belongs to it; nor is it
capable of so doing, nor can there
be any such representation of it
to our capacity on this side of
heaven. If all the light of the
heavenly luminaries had been concentrated into one, it would have
been destructive, not useful, to
our sight; but being by divine
wisdom distributed into
sun,
moon, and stars, each giving out
his own proportion, it is suited
to declare the glory of God and
to enlighten the world.
So, if the whole revelation of
the glory of Christ, and all that
belongs to it, had been committed into one series and contexture
of words, it would have overwhelmed our minds rather than
enlightened us. Wherefore God
has distributed the light of it
through the whole firmament of
the books of the Old and New
Testament.

Then Owen goes into detail,
pointing out how the excellencies of Christ, the descriptions
of His person and work, of His
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Godhood and manhood, of His
humiliation and exaltation, of
His love and strength and peace
and bounty, are found here,
there, and everywhere in the
Bible, now in plain words, now
in a great variety of types and
allegories, but always for one
purpose. All the many and
varied beauties of Christ, concludes Owen, "are planted up
and down in Scripture, which we
may collect as choice flowers in
the paradise of God, for the object of our faith and sight."
When Owen says "sight," he
means inner sight. It is my soul
that must feast on these flowers,
and that not only in the collecting. Having gathered my bouquet of flowers for today, let me
take them with me through the
hours, and so again tomorrow,
and without ceasing, until my
whole life becomes one continual
drinking in of their beauty and
fragrance. No, I would rather
say-for it is the glory of Christ
of which I am speaking-let me
do this until my whole life becomes one continual drinking
in of Christ's beauty and fragrance.
Is that saying too much? Am
I, to your thinking, advocating
a too mystical kind of Christian
living? Then why do you sing:
Hasten as a bride to meet Him
And with loving reverence greet
Him;
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For with words of life immortal
Now He knocketh at thy portal.
Haste to ope the gates before Him,
Saying, while thou dost adore Him,
"Suffer, Lord, that I receive Thee,
And I nevermore will leave The·e ."

Is Christ your bridegroom on
Communion Sundays only? Is it
not normal for the bride to live
with the bridegroom? And is
there any other way of living
with this Bridegroom than by
living a life saturated with His
Word?
If only you and I would do
more listening to the voice of
our Beloved! Only too often,
when He calls, we are busy here
and there flirting with other
loves and lovers-and He is gone.
That is why there is so much of
the clammy coldness and the
desolate barrenness of winter in
our lives. Today again the bride
hears the voice of the Beloved.
"Behold, He standeth behind our
wall, He looketh forth at the
windows, showing H i m s e I f
through the lattice." Through
the lattice-so it must be until
the break of that day when we
shall see Him in His uncovered
glory. Yet even through the lattice He allows us now such revelations of His glory as can
keep us searching and beholding
without end; such revelations as
to make our souls cry out, "Yea,
He is altogether lovely," and
sometimes, "Tum away Thine
eyes from me, for they have over-

come me." And if only I will let
God's Holy Spirit, more and
•
more, make my life one beholding, and the beholding one contemplation, and the contemplation one adoration of my Be- '!"
loved, I will know, from the results of it in my life, what my
Beloved means when He says to
me: "Rise up, my love, my fair
one, and come away. For, lo, the .,
winter is past, the rain is over
and gone; the flowers appear on ~
the earth; the time of the sing- ~
ing of birds is come, and the
voice of the turtle is heard in
our land; the fig tree putteth
forth her green figs, and the
vines with the tender grape give
a good smell."
Rise, then, my soul, and go
away with Him. All your springs
are in Him. All God's waves
flow out of His Word. Drink in,
and keep drinking in, of His
fulness, and live the abundant
life.

IV
Rivers of Living Water
Speaking to others about living the abundant life involves
not a little distress for the
speaker's own soul. The saying
that "one has only one life to
live," trite as it may appear because of much repetition, is too
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downright final to be put out of
mind or taken lightly. Add to
this that in my case three-fourths
of that one life has already been
lived, and you will understand
why today I cannot help regretting that in the days beyond recall, and particularly in my
earlier years, I lacked so much
of what I am now recommending to you. As for you, I can only
hope that you will not miss as
much as I missed because I did
not always realize how much it
means to live a life of intimate
togetherness with Christ.
Now, if you were to ask me to
name some person who lived
that kind of a life in his early
years, I think I would tell you
about one Robert Murray McCheyne. You see, McCheyne had
only early years to live-he died
at the age of twenty-nine. Yet
when he died, "nothing was to
be heard in the houses around
but lamentation and great
mourning, and, as a friend in
that neighborhood wrote, 'In
passing along the high road, you
saw the faces of everyone swollen with weeping.' " Long after
his death, the people of Scotland spoke of him as "the
saintly McCheyne.''
I wish you would read his
Memoirs.• It is a spiritual das-
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sic, one book that I value more
highly than almost any one hundred books of my library put to·
gether. I think the following
lines from a Dundee journal will
tell you why: "Every line from
McCheyne's hand had a lasting
interest about it; for his mind
was so full of Christ, that, even
in writing about the most ordinary affairs, he contrived, by
some natural turn, to introduce
the glorious subject that was always uppermost in his mind."
Those are telling words. I
could almost write a sermon using them for a text. I would
choose as my subject: The Most
Eminent Characteristic of a
Truly Spiritual Christian. For, as
the like-minded John Owen puts
it:
So be it with them that love
Him in sincerity. Their own souls,
without previous designs or out·
ward occasions, will frequently
engage them in holy thought of
Him; which is the most eminent
character of a truly spiritual
Christian.

It is with such a soul, even in its
loneliness, as Alexander Whyte
tells us it was with Marcus Dods
and himself on their long Saturday walks together: "Whatever
we started off with in our conversations, we soon made across
country, somehow, to Jesus of
Nazareth."

*Memoirs of McCheyne, Including His Letters and Messages, edited by Andrew A. Bonar, with a Biographical Introduction by S. Maxwell Coder. Moody
Press, Chicago 1948. Copyright by the Moody Bible Institute.
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Full of Christ-yes, I will put
that down as the most eminent
characteristic of a truly spiritual
Christian. So much for the
theme. And the parts? Being full
of Christ, the truly spiritual
Christian, after the manner of
McCheyne, thinks Christ, prays
Christ, talks Christ, lives Christ.
And all this he does out of the
overflow. As Christ Himself says,
in a better text: "If any man
thirst, let him come unto Me,
and drink. He that believeth on
Me, as the Scripture saith, out
of his inner life shall flow rivers
of living water."
"If any man thirst, let him
come unto Me, and drink." That
comes first. It is the intake.
All my ideas of peace and
joy-says McCheyne-are linked
in with my Bible. I would not
give the hours of secret converse
with it for all the other hours I
spend in this world.

Why not, McCheyne?
Spread out the record of God
concerning His Son. The Gospels
are the narrative of the heart of
Jesus, of the work of Jesus, of
the grace of Jesus. Spread them
out before the eye of your mind,
till they fill your eye. Cry for the
Spirit to breathe over the page,
to make a manifested Christ stand
out plainly before you; and the
moment that you are willing to
believe all that is spoken concerning Jesus, that moment you
will wipe away your tears, and
change your sighs for a new
song of praise.

To this kind of deep drinking,
McCheyne was not a little

driven by some hot weather for
which he himself had prayed in
this unbelievable prayer:
If nothing else will sever me
from my sins, Lord, send me
such sore and trying calamities as
shall awake me from earthly
slumbers. It must always be best
to be alive to Thee, whatever be
the quickening instrument. I
tremble as I write, for oh! on
every hand do I see too likely occasions for sore afflictions.

Imagine a 21-year-old divinity
student praying that! And then
having that prayer answered,
only two weeks after entering
the ministry, by an incurable
heart condition! Does it make
sense? The best of sense. "It
must always be best," cries McCheyne, seeking to be emptied
of self that he might be filled
with Christ-"it must always be
best to be alive to Thee."
And then?- "Who is this that
cometh up from the wilderness,
leaning upon the Beloved?" That
is Robert Murray McCheyne.
"The saintly McCheyne" they
call him. You should hear him
speak. He reminds you of the
Bride, who, when she is asked
"What is thy Beloved more than
another beloved?" utters a torrent of glowing description: "My
Beloved is white and ruddy, the
chiefest among ten thousand.
His head is as the fine gold ...
His eyes are as the eyes of doves
by the rivers of waters ... His
h a n d s... His
c h e e k s... His
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mouth," and so on, and on, until, despairing of ever doing justice to Him, she cries out: "Yea,
He is altogether lovely! This is my
Beloved, and this is my Friend."
And you should hear McCheyne
pray. He presses so close to the
Throne, speaks so reverentially
and endearingly to the Father,
as to make you feel that "hitherto you have asked nothing in
Jesus' name."
And then you
should see him live. "To know
him," somebody said, "is the
best interpretation of any text."
Yes, that is young Robert Murray McCheyne. You get that way
"leaning upon the Beloved." It
is the output-the output which
follows the intake: "If any man
thirst, let him come unto Me,
and drink. He that believeth on
Me, .. .out of his inner life shall
flow rivers of living water."
Rivers of living water. Friend,
how do you feel? Well, I warned
you at the beginning that I
would confront you with no
small challenge. This thing is
big, is beyond you-and yet not
beyond you.
Let me tell you a story, and
you will know what I mean. A
little boy was out for a walk with
his father, when they saw a rainbow, the end of which lighted up
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the rocks quite near the path
along which they were walking.
"Daddy," exclaimed the boy,
"let me go and stand in the
light of the rainbow." and off he
went. Of course to the boy the
light of the rainbow was always
a little bit farther on. But when
the father looked at his son, the
glory of the rainbow light seemed
to transfigure him. •
You are the boy with the light
of the rainbow before you. Go
after it, with everything that you
have, and as long as there is a
breath in your body. It is always
farther on? it never quite bathes
you in its splendor? I know, I
know. It is that way with me
too-always "short of the glory of
God." That is how you see yourself. But your Father sees you
differently. He sees you in the
light of the Manger and of the
Cross and of the Life that was
lived between, and in the glory
of all that you stand transfigured. "Thou art all fair, My
love; there is no spot in thee."
Meanwhile keep "following
after," and one day you will see
yourself standing in the light of
the rainbow. "For," as McCheyne
says, "they that have leaned on
Him in the wilderness, shall sit
with Him on the throne."

*The Significance of Silence, by Leslie Weatherhead. Abingdon • Cokesbury
Press, New York and Nashville. Copyright 1945 by Whitmore and Stone.
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letter From A Young Church
Two Years After
BY wALTER RIESS

Board of Parish Education
The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod

It has been a short two years
since Lois and I packed up the
things in our East Ann Arbor
parsonage and headed south.
There, in St. Louis, a writing
job waited for us-editing Bible
studies for teen-agers.
We were leaving the active
ministry. We might have occasion to step into a pulpit here
and there. We might even take
a vacancy for a few months. But
we would not be living in a parsonage. Our neighbors would not
think of us as "the preacher and
his wife."
We drove our tired DeSoto
through the mist on the MacArthur Bridge, over the Missis·
sippi, and turned northward toward Clayton, Brentwood, and
Kirkwood. Aching and hot after
our all-night drive, we routed an
unwilling landlord, who opened
the door to an empty home. We
threw ourselves down on the
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floor and went to sleep.
We were laymen.
Since that day of arrival, we
have moved to a place out in
Kirkwood: half wood, half brick,
and two evergreens which have
been fighting heroically for their
lives all summer: But the home
on Simmons Street is our own.
Our neighbors should form a
United Nations of Kirkwood.
There are Scotch, Italians, Brit·
ish, Swedes, and Germans in
stepping distance from our back
door. There are Roman Catholics, Q u a k e r s, Presbyterians,
Methodists (Free and not so
Free), Episcopalians, and two
Mormons who recently handed
me a crisp edition of The Book
of Mormon.
To these people we are either
Mr. and Mrs. Riess, or Walter
and Lois. Some of them know we
have lived in a parsonage. Some
of them do not know. And so far,
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we cannot tell any difference in
the actions of those who do know
from those who do not know. We
are only people who live in the
same block, or near Geyer, Wilson, Cleveland, or Barter Streets.
A few hours ago, our closest
neighbors braved the 97 degree
heat to chat with us in the yard.
The sun was bad today, and the
head of the house nextdoor
burst out into hearty tirade con_. cerning the life in St. Louis. I
could never have heard such
stuff in the parsonage back yard.
- Somehow, no matter how close
you get to your people, they
never talk quite that straight to
you when you live in the church
parsonage.
Maybe that's good. Perhaps
.3.,
the parsons would be up against
an embarrassing situation were
• every Mr. Jones to comment on
the sun in so extemporaneous a
fashion. Yet, I really think I
"' know my nextdoor neighbor
better because I heard him take
off against the sun. He has a
, temper, he has troubles. He hates
the sun on sweltering afternoons.
These things help me to know
"' him.
We have come to know our
-1
neighbors well in Kirkwood-so
~ well that we wonder if we really
knew our neighbors at all in Ann
Arbor. It is strange that the
pastor, who ideally should move
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closest to the lives of his neighbors, has to be content to wait
for them to drop their guard.
Sometimes that guard never
comes down.
You can tramp the gravel
roads, cut through fields of
weeds, snake your way through
the jungle of toys on the sidewalk, ring the door, break your
heart trying to get a person interested in himself, or Christ.
But as long as your car carries
a clergy sticker, as long as you
wear a blue serge, as long as
anyone in that house knows this
is your business-this knocking
on the door and talking Christyou're half through. You're
swinging on the third strike
when you push the button.
Because my Kirkwood neighbor let loose his blast against the
sun in our back yard, he's not
afraid to talk religion with me
also. I sense that. The fellow
happens to be a Roman Catholic
who knows Christ pretty well.
I've found that out, and a lot
more. Not once in all the days
of my young church did I learn
to know a Roman Catholic as
well, except the neighborhood
druggist who subsidized our Ann
Arbor radio program: "The
Church Views the News." That
druggist served the best coffee
in Ann Arbor, and practically in
Michigan. I ought to know, be-
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cause I stopped in there every
morning about ten to break
the rounds.
Drinking coffee with the druggist got me closer to him than
just about anyone else, including
the members of the village
Church. Looking back, I think
that happened because the druggist came to see me as a person
who liked good coffee, and
could talk about God while
drinking good coffee, not as a
round collar and black suit man
who wanted to win members or
boost the budget for the chapel.
That's the way our Kirkwood
neighbors see us now.
That's why we can talk with
the Kirkwood people.
What does this add up to?
If the experience says anything
at all, it says this: Churches are
where heart-and-soul Christians
live, work, and talk their faithand not always where Church
buildings stand, or where clergymen knock on doors.
I suspect that the majority of
our Christian converts have
come to the Church not because

~

a pastor talked to them, but because they saw, and knew, and
admired, some layman who put
his faith into living.
Many a stranger has walked
into a congregation because ~
there was a carpenter or
plumber, somewhere in the
neighborhood, who knew Jesus ...
Christ well, and knew how to
live Him out to the full.
In all probability, the great·
,.
est Churches we have in our nation, and in the world, are not
shaped like cathedrals, but like
houses.
These are the young Churches
of promise. These white homes,
in which people live Christ out.
These make up the missionary
agencies w i t h o u t m i s s i o n
1budgets. These compose the
Church busy in the Community. •
These white homes make up
the church moving the World.
Out in Kirkwood, we are setting up another young Church.
In the back yard, people are
talking about the St. Louis sun
-and about Christ.
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Broadway And Faith
BY wALTER SORELL

Drama Editor

....

centration camps and scientific
mass murders is so tragic per se
that, in comparison, any tragedy
on the stage must seem pale and
its human plight of insignificant
consequence. But many parallels
can be found between t h e
awakening of man to a new life
in the Renaissance, with his
growing horizon of undreamt-of
dimensions, and our own. And
because we are again on the
threshold of a new age, I have
great hopes that the drama will
find again, as the reflection of
its time, the expression of greatness. It may not be the theatre
we are used to, it may be a
symphonic drama, an epic or
electronic drama, but it will return to the poetry which is the
soul and symbol of life, to pathos
and the power of action, without which there can be no
theatre.

One cannot very well say that
ours is a dramatic age, as the
Elizabethan was. Many reasons
for it are often cited (which
may be debatable), but there is
one incontestable proof of it:
We can no longer write a
tragedy.

Since the early 19th century
realism, in many disguises, has
gradually deprived us of the
ability to recreate and relive the
great tragedy on the stage. It
probably began with Hegel's
dialectic logic which perceived
-'
that nothing can transcend real., ity, but exists through it. We
have since gone through the
crudest forms of materialism, we
• have finally become permeated
with science which analyzes all
secrets of our soul away and has
.. laid its heavy unpoetical hand
on the intangible chords which
once were the hidden strings
..~,
connecting us with our Maker
and the maker of our Fate.
Some people say that our age
with its series of cataclysms and
such cruel concomitants as con-

..

I do not dare say that already
there are signs of the reawakened theatre here or anywhere
else in the world. I don't know.
We rarely recognize the prophet
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in our midst. But, speaking of
the last New York season, I
found some of its aspects striking, and the most surprising
was the stress on religion in its
broadest sense. It seemed to me
as if people would wake up to
the realization of pending between doom and deliverance,
and that-however unconscious it
may have been-they thought to
speak from the stage in terms
of faith, of miracle, of belief in
the seemingly impossible.
I remember Graham Greene's
"The Living Room" as a religious Grand Guignol in which
the horror of human souls was
pitilessly unmasked, in which
death was the dominant chord,
God's mercy the theme and
man's helplessness the overtone
of the play. Rose Pemberton, a
young, beautiful and innocent
girl, has an extramarital relationship with Michael Dennis,
a married man, atheist and psychologist. There is no doubt that
both are sincere in their feelings for each other, but, in this
exitless situation, the girl 1s
driven to commit suicide.
This is a very realistic and a
not unusual plot. But Graham
Greene did not write this play.
He wrote a play about the girl's
great-uncle, a crippled priestindubitably, one of Mr. Greene's
symbols of doubt in this priest's

spiritual integrity-, who is discussing life and death and God's
justice with the psychologist
whom we hear say: "Do you believe in justice? Of course, I forgot. You believe in a just God.
The all-wise Judge."
Whereupon the priest answers:
"That kind of justice has ._
nothing to do with a judge. It's
a mathematical term. We talk of
a just line, don't we? God's exact, that's all. He's not a judge.
An absolute knowledge of every
4
factor-the conscious and the unconscious-yes, even heredity, all your Freudian urges. That's why
He's merciful."
This actually is the theme. He
surrounded it with pitiful characters for whom, unfortunately,
he showed no pity. If a play<.
wright creates hateful people,
the viewer expects at least some ~
human or merciful attitude toward their suffering. But what
comes forth is the candid feel'ing of hatred, or, at least, of
contempt for them. Everyone
and everything disintegrates in ...
the course of the play. The
eerie atmosphere of the living
room-where two of the girl's ,_
aunts are haunting life as much
as they are haunted by the fear
1of death themselves-adds to the
\no-exit spirit of this polemic
play.
Graham Greene wrote some
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clever dialogue, particularly for
the priest and psychologist. The
denial of God and guilt is pitted against the priest's acceptance of reality as is and as he
sees it from the watchtower of
his religion's dogma. Speaking
of the believers, the priest says:
"We do as many wrong things
as you do, but we have the
sense to know it."
Over-zealous in his belief,
over-righteous in his own feelings toward th~ people he created as a playwright, Graham
~ Greene did not have the sense
to know that he has done the
wrong thing: he had written a
religious play without com,. passion and mercy for his own
creatures-am~ his audience.
While G r a h a m G r e e n e
showed no affection for his
• characters, Clifford Odets has
too much for them in his Biblical
folksy comedy, "The Flowering
_, Peach." While Greene sends you
home with a bitter taste of doom,
Odets gives you the feeling that
~ man will pull through again as
he did at the time of the deluge, simply because there is so
.: much warmth, natural humor
and humane feeling in all of us.
The story of Noah, retold in
..., the colloquialisms of our days
with a tinge of Yiddish; recreated in terms and in the experiences of 1955 by a middle-class
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Jewish family; written as a domestic comedy of a tyrannical
husband and father, an endearing wife and mother, and unruly
children-this play gains certain
moments of greatness. It is great
when Noah, arguing with God
and himself why just he and his
family were chosen, reaches
pathos and a believable fear
mingled w i t h badly hidden
pride. It is great in its attack
against self-righteousness, in tolerance and tyranny when Noah
thinks of himself as the chosen
and sole interpreter of God's
wishes.
The first act, the building of
the Ark, the solving of the
many problems growing with
Noah's task is imaginative and
humorous in that folk fable way
which is always
endearing.
("Green Pastures" still remains
the classic play of its kind.) The
second part-the trip through
the deluge, the grounding of the
Ark, the family dispersing to
replenish the earth-also carries
the task of the message, and it is
here that the play bogs down
somewhat, that it has no longer
its incipient dramatic strength.
In fact, with the Ark gaining
more and more ground, the play
loses some of it, but Clifford
Odets is such an expert theatre
writer that, with the exception
of some obvious repetitions, we
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hardly notice how the second
part falls to pieces while in the
theatre. It may also be that we
are anxious to see the Ark on
safe grounds, because, in many
ways, Noah's little family has
become dear to us and we cannot
help identifying ourselves with
their fate in a symbolic way.
Another folk story, with all
the elements of make-believe
which still is the magic of
theatre, is N. Richard Nash's
play, "The Rainmaker." It is a
touching and entertaining play
which shows that faith can move
mountains, that a city scoundrel
can make rain wherever and
whenever it is most needed and
give a girl, who is considered unmarriageable, the belief in herself, in reality and finally in the
sheriff's deputy. The entire play
has a lyrical quality which finds
its climax in one of the best romantic scenes written in a long
time. In this scene the rainmaker conjures up an imaginative world for the girl and makes
her play in it a princess, called
Melisande, in a highly poetic
love duet.
"The Rainmaker" is a play
about reality and imagination,
about doubt and belief in blackand-white juxtaposition. Why do
they have a drought? The rainmaker roars his answer: "Where
there's suspicion around, there's

a dry season." The play pivots
around the truism that if you
have faith in yourself, you have ·•
half conquered the world. It
works with such obvious parallels as the barren soil and the
spinsterish girl. All this might
be fatal for another play. But
its lyrical humor offsets such ~.,.
weaknesses. And its uncritical,
highly romantic faith, which
might be saccharine in most
other plays, is counter-balanced
by the fact that a virile, hand4
some scoundrel has not only
charm and self-confidence with ~
which he outdoes all moralists
and realists, but he must even
have God on his side who takes
care of an all-around happy ending and the rain promised by
the rainmaker.
L
One of the most exciting plays
of last season was "Inherit the Wind" by JeFome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee. In it, not faith
but bigotry is on trial. An inci- ._
dent of local color was magni•
fied into a world drama between
the forces of yore and those of ~
tomorrow. Two men, both giants
in their way, were left struggling
for what they believed in-and ~
the world watched their fight.
The audience watching their
'fight on the stage is still as much ...
stirred as the people were in
1925 when they read about the
"Monkey Trial" in Dayton,
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Tenn. The authors have skillfully translated the real drama
into a stage drama-and yet they
have made seemingly unnecessary
mistakes by bowing to convention.
They thought they had to invent a love affair. But it remains
pale, unreal, and looks like a Bmovie contrivance. By making
the heroine the daughter of a
fundamentalist divine who delivers a highly unpleasant, bloodcurdling sermon in which he
finally curses his daughter, the
authors picture the heroine as
the only person in Dayton who
s i d e d with the defendant
Thomas Scopes who is accused of
believing in evolution and of
teaching what he believes in.
But, it seems, the heroine only
believes in what he believes because love forces her to do so,
her heart and not her intellect.
Thus, we get a completely black
and white picture of a backward small town versus some
progressive infidels of the big
cities.
It is a play of ideas, not of
romance, and it would have
gained in stature had it remained what it is. It might have
also gained by taking more of
such memorable lines from the
real trial into the script as, for
instance, Bryan's statement, "I
am more interested in the Rock
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of Ages than the age of rocks,"
and Darrow's sarcastic answer to
a kind of revivalist meeting's reaction on part of the smalltowners: "I want those 'Amens'
to be put in the record." It
seems to me, if one dramatizes
reality the wisest thing to do is
to stick to it as closely as possible. For there can be nothing
more dramatic in life than life
itself.
All this is said because it made
what could have been faultless
theatre merely into a very good
stage play. It still is a timely
and moving play which takes a
strong stand against self-righteousness while searching for
truth. And in this respect, the
figure of the defending lawyer
seems to have something profound to say toward the end of
the play: "Truth has meaningas a direction. But one of the
great intellectual tragedies of
our race is the grid of morality
we have placed on human behavior: so that every act of man
must be measured against an arbitrary latitude of right and
longitude of wrong."
It was said that the authors of
"Inherit the Wind" hesitated
quite a few years before presenting their play on Broadway because the political air was not
right for it. This is a . severe indictment of our time and proves
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the importance of live theatre,
particularly of a theatre which
rises to the pathos of morality,
for the struggle against mental
blindness and against all types of

orthodoxy goes on relentlessly,
and "He that troubleth his own
house shall inherit the wind: and
the fool shall be servant to the
wise in heart."

AGENDA
Lest the sly mind drop
to its hated cell
the leaf must break
the mold

•

The hated cell
is a stricken web
the mind would weave
from its sly depth

..
L

But the mind's own leaf
is a rotted mold
the web is a debt
itself has woven
Lest the mind choose
the cell to inhabit
the old debt resides
in the cankered mold

-1 UDSON
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letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor:

•

Well, sir, it's nice to be back
at work again. Vacations are all
right but I always end up eating
too much and drinking too much
and getting too much sun and
spending too much money, so
I'm usually glad to see Labor
Day come so I can settle down
again.
I've done a lot of traveling
around these past two months. I
went to a laymen's convention
out in the state of Washington
and I spent a week at Arcadia,
Michigan, and I spent the better part of a week in St. Louis.
There was a little method in my
madness. I figured that by now
I ought to be pretty well-known
all over the church and maybe
if I played my cards right and
saw the right people I could get
myself in on some of the bigtime activities of the church. I
figure I'm about ready for a little
operating on the national level.
It was a sort of let-down to
discover that hardly anybody
had ever heard of me and those
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who had always seemed to be in
a hurry to go somewhere or meet
somebody. It makes me wonder
whether anybody reads t h e
CRESSET. And it makes me
wonder whether there is any
sense in me writing for you if
none of the big shots ever see
my writing.
Well, anyway, I got to figuring that maybe what I need to
attract attention is a title of
some sort. Everywhere I went, it
seemed that everybody I met
was either a president or a treasurer or an executive secretary or
an editor. In one place, there
were twelve of us at a table, and
seven of them were executive
secretaries and four were editors
of some kind or another. I was
the only one at the table who
didn't have a title.
So when I got home a couple
of weeks ago I had some letterheads printed up and wrote
some implement dealers I know
in various parts of the country
and we have organized the International Lutheran Implement
Dealers Association of the United States and Canada. The purpose of the ILIDAUSC is to
foster closer relations among
Lutheran Implement De a 1 e r s
and to further the work of the
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church by encouraging each
other to put church posters in
our windows. I am the executive
secretary and acting president
until we have our convention
later this Fall in Miami. So far
we have only five members for
sure but there are three or four
other guys who have indicated
an interest in joining. We hope
to publish a little quarterly
mimeographed newsletter which,
if it comes through, will make
me an editor as well as an executive secretary.
What we need now is a national advisory board. We won't
expect them to do anything, unless they would like to attend
our conventions, but we would
like to use their names. And
that's the chief purpose of this
letter. You get around a lot more
than I do and I thought that
maybe you could suggest a list
of names. What we want is men
who are president of something
or who have titles or degrees that
sound good. Try to get at least
half a dozen preachers on the
list, but throw in a few laymen,
too, so that people won't get the
idea that we're a bunch of holy
Joes.
And while you're at it, how
about working up a speech for
our banquet at the Miami convention? When we really get
rolling with members, of course,

CRESSET

we will go out for real big shots
to address our banquets but this
year we will just be getting
started so we wouldn't want to
embarrass some important guy
by asking him to go to all of the
trouble of making up a speech
and then maybe have only fifteen or twenty people there to
hear it. None of our members
except me reads the CRESSET,
so maybe you could dig out one
of your old articles instead of
writing up a whole new speech.
I assume that the CRESSET
would be glad to absorb the expenses of your trip in its advertising budget.
Well, now I've got to get back
to work. I've been trying to
write a song for the ILIDAUSC
to the tune of that old German
song, "Verlassen, verlassen, verlassen bin ich." So far I've got
0 we are the dealers who sell
the machines
That the farmer must have for
his com and his beans.
And we stand here united in
faith and in work . . .
That's as far as I've gotten so
far. The only words I can find
to rhyme with work are jerk,
lurk, perk, and Turk, and I
can't figure any way to work any
of them into the song.
Regards,

G.G.
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~ and MUSIC MAKERS
By

•

WALTER

A.

Now and then it is profitable
in the highest degree to reexamine books one has written
about in the past.
Back in 1947 I received two
review copies of Charles O'Connell's fascinating and, in some
respects, spine-tingling volume
titled The Other Side of the
Record (Alfred A. Knopf)-one
from the editorial office of THE
CRESSET and one from the
newspaper for which I have been
writing music criticisms for more
than a quarter-century.
From 1930 to April l , 1944,
O'Connell "was solely responsible for every Red Seal record
made in America."
I am afraid that Th e Other
Side of the Record made many
enemies for O'Connell. It was
said that the sharp-witted
author's comments on some of
the great musicians of our time
were often altogether too frank
and that, particularly in the
case of Arturo Toscanini, they
were frequently downright spiteful.
If I were to review O'Connell's
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fine book today, many of my
words would literally bubble
with enthusiasm-not because I
take malicious delight in looking
for holes in Toscanini's coat, or
in the coat of anyone else, but
primarily because I like to hear
and read about the foibles and
frailties of great musicians as
well as about their virtues. Am I
different in this respect from any
other student of music? I do not
think so.
In The Other Side of the
Record I find a far keener
knowledge and understanding
of music than I have been able
to detect in the writings of some
musicologists, so called.
After all, the great, the neargreat, and the frauds in music
are human beings. Do we not
know and understand them better if we become acquainted with
them as such?
My high estimate of Toscanini
as a conductor has neither
shrunk nor sunk because of what
O'Connell wrote about this
famous maestro in The Other
Side of the Record, just as my
41
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judgment of Johannes Brahms as
a composer has neither dwindled
away nor been affected at all because of the following words in
Dame Ethel Smyth's absorbing
but somewhat diffuse Impressions That Remained (Alfred A.
Knopf, 1946):
From the very first I had
worshipped Brahms's music, as I
do some of it now; hence was
predisposed to admire the man.
But without exactly disliking him,
his personality neither impressed
nor attracted me, and I never
could understand why the faithful
had such an exalted opinion of
his intellect. He was rather taciturn and jerky as a rule, and
notoriously difficult to carry on
a conversation with, but after
meals his mind and tongue unstiffened; and then, under the
stimulus of ·countless cups of very
strong black coffee, he was ready
to discuss literature, art, politics,
morals, or anything under the sun.
On such occasions, though he
never said anything stupid, I cannot recall hearing him say anything very striking, and when his
latest pronouncement on Bismarck, poetry, or even music was
ecstatically handed round, it
generally seemed to me what
anyone might have said.

To me it is more fascinating
to read Dame Ethel's statement
that Brahms's "taste in jokes left
much to be desired." But why
should this frank remark cause
me to cease regarding Brahms
as one of the greatest composers
of all time?
Today I can see the relevance
of some of O'Connell's sharp

jibes-and of some of his high
praise-far better than I could
back in 1947.
I do not know whether The
Other Side of the Record proved
to be what is called a best seller.
But I believe that the publishers
should not let this book disappear from the market. When
it appeared, many musicians and
non-musicians read it with avidity. One well-known conductorwho, by the way, is not mentioned in the book-had my copy
for a number of weeks. He was
intensely fascinated.
I urge you to read The Other
Side of the Record. Books like
this are good for music-even
though they make some readers
boil with rage.
I have heard Toscanini lauded
to the skies-lauded in the most
fulsome words imaginable. I
have heard him condemned to
something just an inch or two
short of outer darkness.
I still set great store by this
maestro's phenomenal ability.
But, like every other man of outstanding and worldwide distinction, Toscanini, too, has his
weaknesses-even in the matter
of conducting.
Once upon a time one of the
world's greatest conductors-a
conductor, incidentally, who literally worshipped at the Toscaninian shrine-admitted to me

.
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in private that the renowned
maestro Rossiniizes some of the
German music he presents.
It has been particularly engrossing to re-read what O'Connell had to say about Sergei
Rachmaninoff. Listen to these
words:
This man knew that the world
of music is a jungle inhabited almost exclusively by a few lions,
a multitude of tigers, a numberless pack of jackals, and not a
few snakes, all of them venomous.
He could not be numbered among
these fauna; or if he could, certainly he was one of the small
pride of lions who, fiercely determined upon their own purposes,
are aware of but indifferent to the
prowlings of lesser beasts.

Unfortunately, I never had an
opportunity to interview Rachmaninoff. But some of my
friends who knew him rather
well have often reminisced about
him to me.
Igor Buketoff once drove Rachmaninoff to Long Island from
New York City. The conversation turned upon Dimitri Shostakovich, who, at that time, was in
the public eye to a greater extent than he is today. Igor had
long been bursting to ask the
famous pianist-composer what he
thought of Shostakovich. This
was a good chance-as good as
any. Finally the question came
from his lips. What was the
answer? "The man is gifted,"
said Rachmaninoff, "but he

should learn to use an eraser."
I was reminded of these words
when I re-read O'Connell's estimate of Shostakovich's Symphony
No. 7-the symphony about
which such a hullabaloo was
made when it was presented for
the first time in our land.
O'Connell WTote:
Now with three conductors
harassing me, I was in a somewhat difficult situation, which I
resolved in collaboration with the
publishers of Shostakovich by
agreeing that Toscanini should
have the first radio performance,
Koussevitzky, the first public performance, and Stokowski the first
recording.

Shostakovich's Seventh had led
to much bitterness among the
three noted conductors. But the
vapid work was not worth the
difficulties it occasioned. O'Connell declared in The Other Side
of the Record:
I have often regretted that such
bitterness should develop over a
work that at the time of its publication I believed and declared to
be an insignificant, bombastic,
and vacuous fake; a work that I
thought every orchestra in the
United States would try to play
once during its first season and
never thereafter.

My hat is off to O'Connell for
his frankness and for what I
consider to be his unassailably
sound judgment with regard to
the Russian composer's emptily
rhetorical Seventh. I confess in
all candor that Shostakovich's
symphony left me as cold as a
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dog's snout. The late Sergei
Prokofieff was, I firmly believe,
a far more competent composer
than the much-publicized Shostakovich ever was or ever will
be.
What about the stature of
Rachmaninoff as a composer?
Personally I abhor those critical
lucubrations which damn the
famous man with faint praiselucubrations which tell us that
Rachmaninoff was one of the
greatest pianists of all time but
that as a composer he did not
merit being numbered among
those who are important in the
true sense of the word. O'Connell, let me say, is not guilty of
emitting such lucubrations.
Some time ago I was discussing Rachmaninoff's four piano
concertos with Byron Janis, an
extraordinarily able young pianist. We touched upon the tragic
fact that some musicians and
quasi-musicians are in the habit
of belittling these works. "But
what would we do in the concert world without the piano
c o n c e r t o s of Rachmaninoff?"
asked Janis. He was right. Rachmaninoff's piano concertos are
here to stay.
Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No.3 happens to be my favorite among the four. But the Second is infinitely more popular.
The First is scarcely known in our

land, and the Fourth is, I believe,
too philosophical in content for
its own good. Listen to what
O'Connell wrote about Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No.

2:
The physicists may not agree;
indeed, many of them will argue
that the character of piano tone
cannot be influenced by the player except with respect to its intensity. Rachmaninoff knew that
they were wrong, and proved it.
He demonstrated every time he
played that variations of tone
quality can be accomplished by
pressure, weight, force, pedaling,
and by the laxity or rigidity of
the fingers, wrists, elbows, and
shoulders. If you have ever heard
him play his Second Concerto,
you could have observed a beautiful illustration of this. The eight
solemn chords at the beginning,
each individually shaded and
colored, yet progressing as a unified phrase and with growing
power toward an inevitable climax-these darkly g l o w i n g
chords, sheerly because of their
tonal differences, constitute one
of the great exordia in music.

But Rachmaninoff's Rapsodie
on a Theme by Paganini is, in
my opinion, the great pianistcomposer's finest work for piano
and orchestra. Here is what
O'Connell wrote about this composition:
I think ... that the Rhapsody
on a Theme of Paganini is a brilliant, sometimes impudent, sometimes acrid satire and a mockery
of life's impermanence and triviality. I have heard several eminent pianists play this music, and
all of them except the composer
himself played it as a merely virtuoso piece. It is, to be sure, full
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of cruel difficulties, but these are
not the reason for its being; and
even the difficulties themselves
have never been satisfactorily surmounted by any pianist other
than Rachmaninoff for the reason
that they were plotted by him, for
him, and by the magic of tone
made into an implement of emotional expression and not primarily for audience impression.

Whenever I hear students of
music unburden themselves of
disparaging remarks about Rachmaninoff as a composer because,
as they say, he was influenced too
much by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky, I am invariably reminded of
those who strive to belittle the
great Georg Frideric Handel because he was, as they contend,
one of the world's most unabashed plagiarists.
By the way, it was Friedrich
Chrysander (1826-1901), the eminent German musicologist, who
made it fashionable for many to
decry Handel's plagiarism. Handel's detractors-who, for some
strange reason, imagine that by
their strictures they are doing a
service to Johann Sebastian Bach
-should give p a i n s t a k i n g
thought to the following words
from the pen of the late Alfred
Einstein:
No one knew about Handel's
plagiarizing of Stradella, Erba,
Urio, and others, until a great
Handel admirer, Chrysander, discovered it. Since then several
naive and well-meaning people
have taken the trouble to defend
Handel the plagiarist, and to ad-
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duce extenuating circumstances in
his favor--on the ground that in
his period people did not take an
authorship-theft so seriously as today. That defense is as correct as
it is unnecessary. Handel ma·de
something out of his thefts, he
usurped others' property not only
as a mighty conqueror, but he
made a usurer's profit out of it;
and even where he copied, so to
speak, word for word, the copy
became, in and through the new
context, his property. ( Great·ness
in Music.
Oxford University
Press. 1941.)
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RECENT RECORDINGS
FRANZ PETER ScHUBERT. Symphony
No. 5, in B Flat Major. FELIX
MENDELSSOHN- BARTHOLDY. Octet
for Strings, in E Flat Major, Op.
20. The NBC Symphony Orchestra
under Arturo Toscanini. -It is good
to hear Toscanini's readings of
these two melodious works. 33 1/3
rpm. RCA Victor LM-1869.
RESTFUL Goon Musxc. Tu mancavi a
tormentarmi, crudelissima, by Marc
Antonio Cesti; Gagliarda, by Girolamo Frescobaldi; Nocturno, from
Le triomphe de l'amour, by JeanBaptiste Lully; When I Am L aid ~n
Earth, from Dido and Aeneas, by
Henry Purcell; Mein Jesu, was fuer
Seelenweh' befaellt Dich in Gethsemane, from Geistliche Lieder, by
Johann Sebastian Bach; Siciliano,
from Sonata for Violin and Cembalo, in C Minor, by Bach; Sarabande, from Suite No. 2, in B
Minor, by Bach; Scene at the
Brook, from the Pastoral Symphony,
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by Ludwig van Beethoven; Adagietto, from L'Arlesienne Suite, No. 1,
by Georges Bizet. Leopold Stokowski and his symphony orchestra. The
excerpt from the Pastoral Symphony
is played by members of the NBC
Symphony Orchestra. -A superb
recording. One revels in the sumptuous orchestral tone of which Stokowski is a past master. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LM-1875.
FREDERIC FRANCOIS CHOPIN. Concerto
No. 2, in F Minor, for Piano and
Orchestra, Op. 21. CAMILLE SAINTSAENS. Concerto No. 4, in C Minor,
for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 44.
Alexander Brailowsky, pianist, with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra
under Charles Munch. -Magnificent artistry, both on the part of
the soloist and on the part of the
conductor and the orchestra. 33 1/3
rpm. RCA Victor LM-1871.
PIANO Music FOR CHILDREN BY MoDERN COMPOSERS, Little P i a n o
Pieces: Twelve Easy Five-Tone
Pieces for Piano, by Paul Hinde~
mith; Mountain Idylls, by Alan
Hovhaness; Enfantins (Small Talk
Appropriate for Children, Picturesque Childhood Scenes, Inopportune Peccadillos), by Erik Satie;
Tales from the Flamenco Kingdom,
by Carlos Surinach; Ten Studies for
Beginners, by Ernst Toch. Marga
Richter, pianist. -An excellent way
to acquaint the little ones with
some examples of the modern idiom
in music. 33 1/3 rpm. M-G-M
E3181.
SERGEI RACHMANINOFF. Symphony No.
3, in A Minor, Op. 44. Vocalise,
Op. 34, No. 14. The Philadelphia

Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy.
-Rachmaninoff dedicated this fine
symphony to the Philadelphia Orchestra and to Ormandy. The performance is glowingly beautiful.
33 1/3 rpm. Columbia ML-4961.
ANTONIN DvoRAK. Symphonic Variations, Op. 78. MILY BALAKIREFF.
Tamar:
Symphonic Poem. The
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra under
Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart. -One
seldom h e a r s orchestras
play
Dvorak's masterfully constructed variations. Balakireff's Tamar, a precursor of Nicolas Rimsky-Korsakoff's
Scheherazade, is likewise shamefully
neglected. Sir Thomas gives excellent readings of the two colorful
works. 33 1/3 rpm. Columbia ML4974.
ANTON BRUCKNER. Te Deum. The
Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra
of New York, with the Westminster
Choir and the following soloists:
Frances Yeend, soprano; Martha
Lipton, mezzo-soprano; David Lloyd,
tenor, and Mack Harrell, baritone.
Bruno Walter, conductor. GusTAV
MAHLER. Kindertotenlieder. Kathleen Ferrier, contralto, with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra under
Walter. -A stirring presentation of
Bruckner's monumental Te Deum.
Ferrier sings Mahler's touching
Songs on the Death of Children
with gripping artistry. Walter, of
course, presents the music of
Bruckner and Mahler with unmistakable authoritativeness. 33 1/3
rpm. Clumbia ML-4980.
GEORGEs BIZET. 'Selections from the
two L'Arlesienne suites. (Prelude,
Minuetto, Adagietto, Past o r a I e,
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Farandole). GABRIEL FAURE. Pelleas
and Melisamde Suite, Op. 80 (Prelude, Fileuse, Sicilienne, Death of
Melisande). The Orchestra of the
Paris Opera under Pierre Michel le
Conte. -Unusually sensitive readings of beautiful music. 33 1/3 rpm.
Capitol P-8311.
MoDEST MoussoRGSKY. Sunless Cycle
(In Four Walls, After Years, Retrospect, Bitterness of Love, Elegy, By
the Water). SERGEI PRoKOFIEFF.
Five Songs (Sunlight in My Room,
Tenderness of Love, Thoughts of the
Sunlight, Greeting, The Grey-eyed
King). ALEXANDER GRETCHANINOFF. Six Songs (Night, Op. 20;
Ra~n, Op. 66; The Rainbow, Op.
66; Lullaby of the Wind; Little
Fairy's Song; Tom Thumb). Maria
Kurenko, soprano, with Vsevolod
Pastukhoff at the piano. -Beautiful songs; sterling artistry .33 1/3
rpm. Capitol P-8310.
Music FOR A SuMMER NIGHT. Liebestraum, by Franz Liszt, orchestrated
by Victor Herbert; Candlelight
Walt;:;, by Jack Mason; Liebesleid
and Liebesfreud', by Fritz Kreisler;
Faust Walt;:;es, by Charles Gounod;
Espana Walt;:;, by Emil Waldteufel;
the first movement of Beethoven's
Moonlight Sonata, orchestrated by
Walter Piston; Caprice Viennois, by
Kreisler; Tres Jolie Walt;:;, by Waldteufel; Kammenoi-Ostrow, by Anton
Rubinstein. The Bost "Pops" orchestra under Arthur Fiedler. -A
splendid recording, one which undoubtedly will win for itself thousands upon thousands of ardent
friends. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor
LM-1910.
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THE SouNDS AND Music OF THE
RCA ELECTRONIC Music SYNTHESIZER. Development of this wonderful device was announced on January 31, 1955, by Brig. General
David Sarnoff, Chairman of the
Board, Radio Corporation of America. I have neither the space nor
the ability to describe this epochmaking invention. But if you are
interested in sound-for music, of
course-and what can be accomplished in the creation and reproduction of sound, I urge you wholeheartedly to hear this recording
again and again. Fascinating and illuminating notes are printed on the
front and back of the record sleeve.
RCA Victor Experimental LM1922.
FoREVER THE WALTZ. On the Beautiful Danube, Op. 314; Voices of
Spring, Op. 410; Vienna Blood, Op.
354; Treasure Walt;:;, from Der
.<;:igeunerbaron, Op. 418; Tales from
the Vienna Woods, Op. 325; Artist's
Life, Op. 316; Du und Du, from
Die Fledermaus, Op. 367. All by
Johann Strauss the Younger. The
Vienna Bohemian Orchestra under
Fried Walter. -Authentic playing
-with the characteristic Viennese
lilt-of these indisputable masterpieces. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor
LM-1876.
MAURICE RAVEL. Daphnis and Chloe.
The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, with the Macalester College
Choir (Ian Morton, director), under
Antal Dorati. -A spine-tingling
disc-presentation, in its entirety, of
the magical score of Ravel's ballet.
33 1/3 rpm. Mercury MG-50048.
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Unsigned reviews are by the Editors
abies him to develop dramatic tensions between his spokesmen and in
his readers. Carefully chosen references in footnotes provide openings
for further study. The book strikes at
the heart of the major considerations
besetting the professional theologian in
the Western world through the past
centuries. But it will serve to initiate
many a lay reader likewise into a
wholesome and critical attitude toward the mental and emotional reflexes about God and religion in our
time: that if you can do high and
informed thinking about God you are
closer to Him, if you behave uprightly
it brings you closer to Him, if you
respond emotionally to religious impulses you are closer to God. It is the
merit of this wise volume that it not
simply demolishes three golden calves,
but holds the Christ before the reader
who turns his dross to gold.

RELIGION
FOOLS FOR CHRIST
By Jaroslav Pelikan

(Muhlenberg,

$3.00)
Behind the literate and unhurried
device of essays on six historical figures Professor Pelikan attempts a
major feat: In one volume simultaneously to attack intellectualism,
moralism, and aestheticism as approaches to God. Therewith he cuts
a wide swath indeed. The author
writes from a fullness of reading,
teaching, and thinking, and not just
from a chance combination of interests. First we are led into the
thought of a man who had plumbed
the fatal equation of a human value
with the Holy, and found it wanting;
against this foil is set a man who discovered that the Holy led him to an
appreciation of the very value which
the other had found despicable. Concerning the True, Kierkegaard and
Saint Paul are made the spokesmen;
concerning the Good, Dostoevsky and
Martin Luther; concerning the Beautiful, Nietzsche and Johann Sebastian
Bach. The first trio are men with the
perceptiveness of the insane ; but also
the second, with their discovery of the
supremacy of God in Christ, are "fools
for Christ." The author's method en-

RICHARD R . CAEMMERER

THE CHRISTIANS' GOD
By Stephen C . Neiii (Association
Press, $1.25)
The author of this little volume is
the editor of the series, World Christian Books. The introductory pages
supply the background for the book
a nd suggest the starting-point. God is
then portrayed in four chapters, head-
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ed: God is Life, Light, Love, Spirit.
In these chapters the author fits together various themes (e.g., under
God is Love, Love in the Bible; Love
in Action; the Gift God's Love Has
Given Us, etc.) into a mosaic of
ideas. The final chapter touches on the
Christian doctrine of the Trinity.
Since the book was meant primarily for those not acquainted with the
Christian view of God, the author
avoids technical terminologies and
moves steadily in the pattern of God's
relation to man. Thus his picture
presents not a distant deity, but a
present personality. Here and there
the Reformed view-point peeps thru
(e.g. "signs of Bread and Wine" p.
4 2) , nevertheless, .the book does, by
and large, describe the Christians'
God.
MARTIN RosE
THEY SEEK A COUNTRY

Edited by Gaius J. Slosser (Macmillan, $4.75)
In 1956 the Presbyterians will celebrate 250 years of organized activity
on this continent. Significant aspects
of that activity are related in .thirteen chapters by fifteen contributors
" in They Seek A Country. The Presbyterian origins in Calvinism and Marrowism are told by the editor. The intense activities of Francis Makemie or
Alexander Craighead or Sheldon Jackson belong to .the fabric of American
history. Presbyterian expansion (the
1 Plan of Union, a working arrangement
with the Congregation\J.lists, between
1801 and 1852, operated to the advantage of the Presbyterians) carried

with it the founding of educational
institutions and the necessity of facing social and theological questions.
The slavery issue was an important
one. The Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A., the Presbyterian Church in
U.S., and the United Presbyterian
Church are the major branches of the
Presbyterian Church today. It is their
story that is told. The chart at the
end of the book is helpful.
The chapters are of uniformly high
value. William Warren Sweet (a
Methodist)
contributes a notable
chapter on the founding of Presbyterian educational institutions. James
Hastings Nichols writes on the trends
and events of the early 19th century;
the chapter ·contains an especially wellwritten account of Nevins and the
Mercersburg theology. Lefferts A.
Loetscher's chapter, which continued
the story after 1869, is also much
worthwhile. Kenneth Scott Latourette
tells of Presbyterian foreign missions.
The last chapter by three distinguished
contributors, Gladys Schmitt, Frank
Caldwell, and John Mackay, is a fitting climax to the book. It stresses
Presbyterian doctrine, organization,
and the desire for the quest of ecumenical unity. Photographs.
CARL

s.

MEYER

THE DAILY LIFE OF THE CHRISTIAN

By John Murray (Philosophical Library, $2.50)
John Murray is a Congregationalist
minister in Cambridge, England. The
candor and unsophistication of his
volume stems in part from reflecting
conversations with young people, and
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it was first published in England by
the Student Christian Movement
Press. It provides one man's attempt
to set forth, in terms that a new
Christian can comprehend, the transformation that the old and accustomed
(and sometimes worn and tawdry) affairs of life undergo when illuminated by the purpose of the Christian
calling. Part I is entitled "On and
Off Duty" and discusses the use of
time at work, at home, at leisure, in
the movies, and "Sunday-with a
postscript on Monday morning." Part
II discusses the "Great Adventure" of
courtship, marriage, and parenthood.
Part III takes up "Social Responsibilities": Money, the Local Community, the Christian in the Welfare
State, and Patriotism. A tiny "Epilogue" once more restates the theme
of the little book, that God and religion are not to be used simply as a
device for making life comfortable,
but that the Christian faith is a relation to God in which He comes first.
It is this accent which keeps much
of the book from being sentimental
and moralizing, and gives it the dignity of a Christian's attempt to help
fellow-Christians in their life and
witness.
RICHARD

R.

CAEMMERER

THE QUEST FOR TRUTH
By Theo.
$2.50)

Dierks

(Northwestern,

The book is a popular apologetic
of the Christian Faith. The story is
briefly this: George comes home from
college completely shaken in his faith
and ready to give up his plan of study-

ing for the ministry. Grandmother
suggests he discuss the matter with
Pastor Miller. During the course of
several interviews the two men now
analyze many of the contemporary
heresies and world-views (evolution,
pantheism, evolution of religion, inspiration of the Bible, deity of Christ,
etc.) with Pastor Miller pointing out
the weaknesses and fallacies from the
viewpoint of the Christian Faith. In
the end George is once more con·
vinced of the truth and reliability of
Christianity. The book will serve to
orientate the reader, on the layman's
level, in modern thought and error,
and it offers him at the same time a
refutation. But one should remember:
it's rarely this easy!
MARTIN ROSE

YOUR BEST INVESTMENT
By Wm. A. Kramer
35c)

""'

(Concordia,

CHRISTIAN GIVING

~

v.

By
s. Azariah (Association
Press, $1.25)
The subtitle of Your Best Invest·
ment is "How to get the most out of
Church Membership." The pamphlet
is written, of course, for church
people, but perhaps they need most
of all the reminder of Part I: Take
Time for God! Part II presents: What
the Church gives, and is a simple re·
view of that subject introduced by the
statement "The Church gives more
than it asks." Part III then brings
some concrete suggestions under the
heading: What Church Members can
do. And the concluding pages show
that all excuses are invalid.

~
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The second booklet is by the first
native born Indian Bishop of the
Anglican Church. The first pages give
us the setting of the problem. Then
we are directed to the unusual record
of some "younger churches." Next the
author lists some of the causes of inadequate giving. This is followed by
the biblical reasons for giving, our
Lord's teaching about money and
several biblical examples of giving.
Finally, we have some practical suggestions as to motive, method and occasion for giving.
Both books are popularly written
and give stimulating suggestions on
how to be "doers of the Word."

(
'~

MARTIN
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never known in his civilian job.
Through a series of events-the
death of his grandmother, a close acquaintance with the top executive of
a large broadcasting chain, and an
experience in a town meeting-Rath
matures and is ready to lead a responsible and satisfying life.
Sloan Wilson, an instructor at the
University of Buffalo, has written a
number of short stories which were
published in some of the better magazines, but this is his first novel. It
is a successful one, well organized and
interesting, introducing in Rath and
the radio executive two very real and
effective characters.

RosE
GOOD AS GOLD

FICTION
THE MAN IN THE
GRAY FLANNEL SUIT

By Sloan Wilson (Simon and
Schuster, $3.50)
The hero of this novel, Thomas
Rath, is, presumably, typical of the
young executives who commute from
their suburban homes every day to
their work in New York City. Rath
h married and has three children. He
~ works in Rockefeller Center and he
wears the uniform of the young executive, a gray flannel suit. Outwardly he gives the appearance of being a
self-possessed young man on his way
up in business. This appearance is deceptive, for Rath, a veteran of World
_, War II, has yet to settle down to
civilian life, after ten years of trying.
He misses, for one thing, the security
he felt in the Army, a security he has

.,.

By Alfred Toombs (Crowell, $3.50)
Mr. Tooms has spent his life in
and around Washington, D.C., and
has written (in one form or another)
a great deal about the going-ons in
that community. This is his first attempt at a humorous novel. I regret
to report that it is not very humorous,
and I regret it because of the dearth
of good American humor.
Mr. Toomb's novel is about an
atomic scientist who discovers, in the
course of his work, that he can .turn
gold into dirt-not just everyday
garden dirt but a very unusual dirt
that, if properly used, could alleviate food shortages throughout the
world and make verdant oases of all
arid areas. He naively sets forth for
the capital, on a one-way ticket, with
the intention of offering this to the
government as a public service. Now
this situation in itself should be
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capable of generating a great deal of
humor or at least so it would seem
at first blush. The effort, however,
falls flat. For one thing, the peaceful possibilities of atomic energy, no
matter how ridiculous in appearance,
and the reaction of governmental officials to these possibilities, is really
not very funny. For another, it is not
a very good idea to preach in a book
intended to be humorous and it is
pretty hard for Mr. Toombs to refrain from pointing out a moral to
his story.
Conceding for a moment that these
obstacles could have been overcome
and a humorous book result, the fact
still remains that apart from this this
book is entirely too cluttered with
completely
unbelievable
characters
and an unnecessarily complicated
plot.
Mr. Toombs is no doubt justifiably
cynical about many of the things he
has witnessed in our federal governmental structure. I am not so sure,
however, that in a democracy that
must rest ultimately on the common
will of the people, that anything
helpful will result from a completely
cynical attack on the people who run
the government, the way they run it,
and their motives for so doing. I am
rather sure that it will not be very
helpful to disguise this as a humorous
novel. The whole matter of the structure of government and the implications for the world of the development of atomic energy do not seem to
be proper subjects for humor.

GENERAL
THE SOUTH AFRICAN WAY OF LIFE

Edited by G. H. Galpin (Columbia
University Press, $3.50)
THROUGH MALAN'S AFRICA

By Robert St. John
$3.95)

(Doubleday,

AFRICA, LAND OF MY FATHERS

By Era Bell Thompson (Doubleday,
·$3.75)
About three centuries ago, boatloads
of European settlers came to two continents, some to North America and
some to South Africa. Over the period
of years, these Europeans subordinated or exterminated the natives, put
them on reservations, brought in additional servant peoples, and in general
determined the tone of social and
cultural life in each place.
Since that time, however, events
have proceeded somewhat differently.
In the United States, the slaves have
been freed and are now, through that
country's legal processes, being gradually integrated into the national life
as full citizens. The process has not
been without difficulty, of course. In
South Africa, the clock has been
moving backward, so that the ten
million subject peoples down there
have less rights now than fifty years
ago, this under an increasingly more
complete apartheid (separateness) being imposed by the two and a haH
million dominant whites. In the
U.S.A., there has been the acceptance
of the right of all peoples to con·
tribute to the national culture. In the
Union of South Africa, the only cui-
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ture increasingly being deemed permissible is that of the Calvinist, Dutch
Reformed, Afrikaner version. Two
continents, two different directions.
The solidest of the three books on
,... Africa is the symposium of essays on
phases of The South African Way of
Life, written for UNESCO under the
auspices of the South African Institute of International Affairs. The book
contains chapters on each of the
peoples in S. Africa-the Afrikaansspeaking,
English-speaking,
Jewish,
Bantu, Colored, Indian-and chapters
on the educational, political, and economic institutions. Fifteen full-page
.._ photographs are included. The essays
are for the most part by educators
and administrators born or who have
made their life in the Union. They
are therefore authoritative.
St. John's book is the journal of
what a world traveler and correspondent saw and experienced during
a several month's revisit to the Union
,. and its cities in 1953. Here is shrewd
and graphic reporting of the hardships and frustrations endured by a
black majority at the hands of a dominant white numerical minority. The
book, while not systematic like the
symposium, makes for fascinating
• reading and frequently causes the
reader to rise up in anger at the injustice and inhumanity of the various
<I discriminations heaped upon South
Africa's really native Natives.
Miss Thompson, as editor of Ebony
(Negro) magazine, was commissioned
-1 by her publishers to visit the land
from which the original fathers of the
America Negro came. Her trip took
her through Liberia, the Gold Coast,

'

f·

Nigeria, the Congo, the Union, Portuguese E. Africa, Tanganyika, Kenya,
Ethiopia, Eritrea, Egypt. She found,
to her dismay, that almost everywhere
there were racial tensions and that an
American Negro journalist's attempt
to visit the land of her fathers was
per se suspect. She frequently had
passport difficulties and frequently
felt barriers between herself and her
black African "brothers." The latter
could not understand why more
American Negroes did not come back
to Africa to help their less skilled and
less free African kin. Miss Thompson's
conclusion is that, while she is proud
of her black African heritage from
what she saw of it, she realizes more
than ever that she is really first a
daughter of the good old U.S.A. The
chapters are uneven in merit because
in some countries she just flew in and
out; because in spots her conversations tell us more about Miss Thompson than about the countries she
visited.
It is difficult for an American
Christian reader to understand the direction of events in South Africa. Here
the Dutch Calvinist Boers came three
centuries ago, settling mostly as farmers on lands held originally by black
Natives. Then the British infiltrated,
who were more skilled in commerce
and industry and politics, and the
Dutch made their "Great Trek" to the
interior. Some bitterness naturally resulted, culminating in the Boer wars.
Meanwhile, both stocks, in racially
mixing with the Natives and others
(such as the Asiatic Indians who were
imported as laborers), helped beget
another color caste-the Coloreds.
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The result is that an English and Mrikaans-speaking white 20% minority
is now united in their domination
over the 80% who are non-white.
Those who are dominated, in turn,
are divided among themselves culturally, religiously, politically. While
there are exceptions, the whites are
moving in a fanatically reactionary direction. The right to vote, right to
residence, right to move about without passes, right to skilled employments, etc.-all these (if they ever
existed for some ) are being abrogated
by the Mrikaner-dominated N ationalist government, in power since 1948.
Malan is out, but Strydom carries on.
And all this is justified by the peculiar logic of the Dutch Reformed
Church.
In defense, it must be said that the
minority position of the whites makes
for an even greater insecurity; they
fear total absorption by the more
numerous blacks if the latter gained
political ascendancy. The Afrikaner
solution is complete separation of the
races in separate countries, but no
realistic provisions have been made to
effect this, not even as realistic as the
U.S. attempt to repatriate American
Negroes to Liberia. On the one hand,
the whites use the blacks for hard
labor, in the mines, the farms, the
homes, the cities; on the other hand,
the whites say all the blacks will some
day be removed to their own country,
wherever that may be. Perhaps the
hard economic logic which integrated
the blacks into the working force of
the emerging nation will also compel
the whites to integrate them socially as
well. One wonders how a European

people can wilfully seek to "detribalize" a native village people in their
economic foundations without also
seeking to give them something in a
cultural, spiritual, organizational way.
Here is where the United Nations and
the World Council of Churches can
legitimately exercise moral leadership.
On the other hand, if the Nationalists push farther and farther in the
direction of a Nazi state, will the
80% become ripe for Communist infiltration and eventual native uprising?
THE FAMILY OF MAN

Created by Edward Steichen (Maco
Magazine Corp., $1.00)
The Museum of Modern Art in
New York some time ago asked Ed·Ward Steichen, a noted American
photographer, to select a series of
photographs "explaining m a n to
man." For three years Steichen and
his staff sorted through some two "
million plus photographs which they
ultimat~ly reduced to 503, taken by
273 different photographers in 68 different countries. These photographs,
suitably arranged for exhibit, were
first shown ·a t the Museum of Modern
Art in New York. Presently they are •
traveling around the world on display. The Museum commissioned the
Maco Magazine Corporation to publish these photographs in a paperbound book that retails for $1.00, and
Simon and Schuster .to publish them
in a deluxe, hard-binding edition- I"
more elaborate and including 34
pages of installation photographs of
the show at the Museum in New
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York-which sells, boxed, for $10.00.
I have examined the inexpensive edition and must report that the quality
of the paper used is excellent and that
the reproduction of the photographs
is superb.
The photographs are arranged in
... groupings designed to show a significant aspect in the life of man. Each
"' grouping is introduced by a quotation-from a poem, the Bible, or the
,.,... remarks of some learned individual.
_..
The groupings run as follows although
it should be noted that these descrip• tive terms are, at best, inadequate
though they may serve to indicate the
~ general arrangement of the material:
courtship, marriage, pregnancy, birth,
childhood, family, earth, labor, food,
music, laughter, inquiry, death, despair, hope, war, and justice. The
photographs are excellent. Most of the
great names in the field of photogra• phy are represented here: Wayne
Miller, David Moore, Alfred Eisen- staedt, George Silk, Carl Mydans,
, David Duncan, Margaret BourkeWhite, and Henri Cartier-Bresson, to
name only a few. The composition and
arrangement of the material empha.. sizes the dominant note of the group
as well as blending it to the precedmg and succeeding group. The
• photographs themselves must be observed to be appreciated.
~
If there is one photograph in the
entire collection that I could use to
'• illustrate the excellent blending of
photography and the written word
that Steichen has accomplished, I
, would use Dan Weiner's excellent
photographic
portrait
of
Justice
Learned Hand coupled with this

(»
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quotation from Sir Thomas Noon Talfourd:
Fill the seats of justice
With good men, not so absolute in
goodness
As to forget what human frailty is.
Carl Sandburg wrote an introduction to this book. At the close of his
remarks, Mr. Sandburg has the following to say, and I quote it as a
more than adequate summary of what
Steichen has accomplished in this
book:
In the times to come as the past
there will be generations taking
hold as though loneliness and the
genius of struggle has always
dwelt in the hearts of pioneers.
To the question, "What will the
story be of the Family of Man
across the near or far future?"
some would reply, "For the
answers read if you can the
strange and baffling eyes of
youth."
There is only one man in the
world
and his name is All Men.
There is only one woman in
the world
and her name is All Women.
There is only one child in
the world
and the child's name is All
Children.
A camera testament, a drama of
the grand canyon of humanity,
an epic woven of fun, mystery
and holiness-here is the Family
of Man!

SELECTED POEMS
By Roy Campbell (Regnery, $6.50)
Here is a book of poems with forceful imagery so prolific that at times
the reader feels he is wading in it and
has to push it aside, like reeds in a
swamp to get at the central idea of
the poem. The poems reflect Mr.
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Campbell's many travels, adventures,
and widely varied occupations. They
show his concern with human life, its
passions,
cruelties, InJustices, i t s
glories, hopes, and tender moments.
They testify to his fierce awareness of
nature's moods, its wild as well as
gentle beauty, its uncompromising as
well as beneficent aspects. His poetry
sings his message with conviction and
skill.
DELLA MARIE KRENTZ

QUADRILLE
(Doubleday,
By Noel Coward
·$ 3.00)
Lamb and Hazlitt sometimes preferred reading the plays of Shakespeare in the quiet of their studies to
attending productions of Shakespeare.
No one, however, is likely to feel that
way about Noel Coward's work. His
latest play, Quadrille, is a case· in
point. Handsomely staged and costumed (if one may judge from the
several pages of illustrations in the
printed version), with incidental
music and direction by the author,
and with the wonder-working Lunts to
animate the leading characters and
perhaps lend the proper Victorian
mellowness to its leisurely development,
Quadrille apparently charmed a fair
share of theater-goers in England and,
last season, in New York.
But to read the play is to be only
mildly entertained. Given the title,
the first scene, and a modicum of intuition, the reader can chart the development and conclusion with a fair
degree of accuracy. The Marquess of
Heronden runs off with Mrs. Diensen.
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They are pursued by their aggrieved
partners, the Marchioness and Mr.
Diensen, and brought back to respectable, if only temporary, connubial
bonds. Mr. Coward, ever alert to life's 'f, '!
many absurdities, sees his pursuers
.....
trapped, in turn, by love. For them
there is no recantation or counterpursuit. The American Mr. Diensen
sheds his Boston-bred spouse, and the -<
strong-minded Marchioness sheds her
weak, chronically romantic marquess . .,.
At the end, in a burst of theatrical
sunshine these Victorian rebels walk
out of the genteel tradition, happily
anticipating a new and vigorous life •
in America, where Mr. Diensen has ~
been pioneering in Western railroads,
his first and perhaps most enduring f
love. There is not much story here,
nor morality either, but then, this is
high comedy, and the dialogue, at

.. 1
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lea;~e;:o~~d ::i::~:~an:epartee

now

and then, but oftener Mr. Coward's
champagne wit seems to have been
diluted to fit his pre-Wilde setting of
1873. Sometimes the dialogue is rhythmical and elegant in the fashion of
our earlier society novelists who also
dealt with the impact of persons from
a robust new culture upon those in an
aristocratically oriented culture. Such
dialogue does contribute to the impression of charm and comfortableness
surrounding this bygone time of social
Brahmins, who, for all their problems,
knew how to undertake them with
good social taste and sensitivity, and
expected, not only to solve them, but
to solve them happily.
Though Mr. Coward's good wishes
go with his rebels to their brave new
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world, he recalls with something of
nostalgia the world they are rejecting:
its figures may be pitifully or charmingly ridiculous, but they are not
monsters, and their world of protective conventions, gracious leisure, and
unhurried conversation pulls at his
sympathies. The atmosphere of the
play lingers in the mind after the book
has been laid aside. Without the
Lunts, however, the reader will do
better to turn directly to Henry James
and Edith Wharton, who do this sort
of thing better.
ALLEN "E. TUTTLE

JOHNNY APPLESEED:
MAN AND MYTH
By Robert Price (Indiana University Press, $5.00)
The American frontier has produced more exciting heroes, but none
more beloved than Johnny Appleseed.
Born John Chapman, his essential
gentleness and vision enabled him
like a modem colossus to walk unarmed and frequently unshod throughout the midwest wilderness, sowing
the seed of friendship and service as
readily as of apples. The known facts
of his life are few and the legends
considerable, but always he is the
symbol (as in Vachel Lindsay's free
verse poem) of the restlessly creative
American spirit.
In this well-organized biography
Appleseed John emerges from sentimentalism, in such matters as eccentricities of dress or humaneness to
animals, to full-statured folk character supported with authentic documentation. Thus the man is a real
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embodiment of one part of the vast
frontier reflected in lovable ways and
deeds of one who signed himself
simply "John Chapman (by occupation a gatherer and planter of apple
seeds)." Wisely the author singles out
reluctant fact from ready fancy.
Because the book is topographical
in its quest, we can here trace the
progress of so unusual a life more
readily than ever before. The beginning is in Leominister, Massachusetts,
in 1774; it leads rapidly to westering
adventures through the open country
of Pennsylvania and its environs. Then
the nurseryman in Ohio and Indiana
turns itinerant, always sharing his
Bible and Swedenborgian New Church
tracts as much as the salvagings collected at the apple cider mills. We
who live near Fort Wayne where he
died in 1847 are proud that his traditional grave has an appropriate
monument, the best of many such
tributes in various media, although
"no particular place can adequately
(p.
memorialize John Chapman"
237).
Dr. Robert Price, Professor of
English at Otterbein College, has
written what well may be the definitive biography of this Middle Westem person who ·has become a national
possession that people cherish. This
is another step in the right direction as our native folklore comes of
age and gains scholarly recognition.
The five main parts here are: Into
the Old Northwest; The Voice of One
Crying in the Wilderness; The Legend
Takes Root; Farther West; and From
Man to Myth. The portion most stimulating is the discussion of the stra·
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tegic role of apples in the economy
of the frontiersmen, something that
we of the twentieth century overlook.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

EXPEDITION TUMUC-HUMUC
By Francis
$4.00)

Maziere

(Doubleday,

A young French explorer, Francis
Maziere, accompanied by a motion
picture cameraman and a female
photographer, set out across French
Guiana in 1952 with the TumucHumuc mountains as their destination. They reached the mountains
after suffering through swamps and
jungles in land that is still largely unexplored. This is a first-hand account
of their exploration, but it is a poorly
developed and a sketchy one. For
example, the description of a littleknown tribe, the Oyanas, whom they
lived among and studied for over two
months, requires only 18 pages in the
book. Perhaps the motion picture
which resulted from this expedition
will contain some of the excitement
of their adventure; the book doesn't.

THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN
By
Ralph
Izzard
(Doubleday,
$4.00)
Ralph Izzard is a correspondent for
the London Daily Mail. In 1953 he
was assigned by his paper to cover
the British Mount Everest Expedition.
This he did and he reported his experiences in a rather delightful book,
An Innocent on Everest. ( CRESSET,
September, 1954). While on this assignment he became intrigued by the
stories that he heard about a creature

·.1

known as the "Abominable Snowman"
that supposedly inhabits the Himalayas. He touched on this creature in
his book and he also suggested to his
paper that a scientific expedition "- ....,
1
should be formed to attempt to collect as much information as possible ...!
in order to establish the existence of
this creature or repudiate it once and ....
for all. In 1954 the Daily Mail or· ...
ganized the Himalayan Expedition
and the result of this expedition forms .....
the subject of this fascinating book.
What is an Abominable Snowman?
No one knows for sure although all
who have worked on the problem deplore this name which has unfortunately, in Izzard's opinion, stuck and
which gives (he asserts) a ludicrous
note to the entire field of inquiry. I
find the name a challenging one and
while I am willing to go along with
the more scientific name of "Yeti,"
I note that Izzard uses the more
common name in his title. An Abomi·
nable Snowman, according to the conelusions of the expedition, is:
A smallish, squat animal, about
the size of a fourteen-year-old
boy: covered with stiff, bristly
hair, reddish brown and black in
colour, with a flat face like a
monkey, a rather pointed head,
and no tail. It was described as
normally walking on two legs
manlike, but if frightened, or on
rocky ground, bounding along on
all fours. It had a distinctive call,
a loud mewing note, apparently
like the mewing of a sea gull, and
most frequently heard in early
evening or late afternoon. People
from upwards of ten villages,
spread over the Sherpa country,
were questioned intensively; as
also were Tibetans down for
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winter trading. Their stories were
as reasonable as they were un·
shakable.
Mr. Izzard recounts, in interesting
; detail, the efforts of the expedition to
track down and capture alive a Yeti.
The expedition failed in this respect
despite the thoroughness of the prep·
'"' aration that preceded the search, and
.., despite the fact that trained scientists
using the best equipment searched
~ ·diligently in the high levels of the
Himalayas for concrete evidence of
either the existence or non-existence
of this unusual creature. The avail"' able evidence discovered by the expedition is presented. The matter of
the possible capture of a Yeti raised
an interesting problem in the planning
stage. If the creature should turn out
to be an ape-like human the sensitivity of the British people would revolt at the idea of a ruthless killing
..,. just for scientific investigation. On
the other hand, if one would be
• caught alive it would be considered
equally cruel to take it out of its
~• native
environment. Many methods
of capture and study were considered
and rejected before a humane plan
was devised, a plan that was of course
• never put into execution. The expe" clition concluded, though, that there
is such a creature and that, in the
~words of the conclusion:
By and large, it is hard indeed to
escape from the view that there is
in these remote, vast, and un..., explored mountain ranges some
beast as yet unknown to science.
4 Perhaps it will be a type of ape
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or monkey: or perhaps some new
creature of the bear family. We
ourselves looked on our trip as a
reconnaissance to try and clarify
the position. That we failed to see
a Yeti signifies nothing, either for
or against its existence. In amplification of this: snow leopards
are common in this area; no
member of the expedition saw one
in the fields; only some of us saw
wolves, and yet there were wolves
preying on the herds the whole
time we were there; a fox was
seen only two or three times, although it is one of the commonest alpine animals. Given a year
or two of continuous searching, I
for one feel we should have
established its existence beyond
all reasonable doubt.
We will, I am sure, hear more
about the Abominable Snowman. It
is rather difficult to decide whether
one wishes the exploration to continue or not and whether to wish
success to such explorers as take up
the search. Mr. Izzard notes that
there are few great mysteries left in
this world to challenge adventurous
spirits and that if the identity and
existence of the creature is established
or denied "the world will not be a
more attractive place to live in after
we have touched everything," but, on
the other hand, there are many persons who will never be satisfied until
they have discovered, classified, and
studied every manifestation of God's
creation in this world.
There are photographs of the expedition as well as photographs of
Yeti footprints.

A Minority
Report
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ By VICTOR

.. J

I

F.

HOFFMANN

tal institutions. The mere own- ...
ing of a lot of school property
and equipment does not make it .._
a university. Educational proper- ..
ty and equipment are owned by
jurisdictions supporting elementary and secondary schools. Such
property is owned by schools of
engineering and law, by schools ..
of education, and by institutes
of technology. It seems naive to •
repeat all this. But one is sur- '
prised at the number of people
who think that big and wonderful buildings do make the uni- ...
versity. The following funeral
text of a Kentucky preacher •
ought to be fair warning to all: .....
When the body is dead, you dress
up the corpse. But I am not cor- ~
relating big a n d wonderful
buildings and equipment with ,._
academic incompetency. I am 1only saying that physical sur-

What Is A University?
Not too many weeks ago a lady
was walking around and about
the campus of a Big Ten university. Taken in by it all, she
bosomed: "My, one can certainly
tell a university campus-there's
so much building. Where's your
office? In the science building?
That's what so wonderful about
it all, television, deep freezes,
refrigerators-oh my, it's wonderful what you people do." It
seemed futile to explain to her
the scope and function of the
scientific disciplines and the
fact that I am a political scientist.
In addition, big buildings do
not a university make. In fact,
some of the buildings on this
particular Big Ten campus resemble some of the state's men-

1-
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• roundings do not make a university.
~

.,. Discovery Or
Indoctrination
It has been said that a university is a community of
""' scholars. Does the term scholar
.. connotate any learner or any
teacher? Some people would ex" elude from the classification of
scholarship any learning or
teaching that involves a learning
_. of facts or a reduplication of
knowledge that has already been
,. discovered. Accordingly s u c h
learning and teaching constitute
indoctrination, propagandizing,
or "pigeon-like" regurgitation.
To them a scholar, pure and
• simple, is a researcher.
Whether the community of
scholars indoctrinates or dis~ covers, it could indoctrinate or
discover on the elementary and
i?
secondary levels. But hardly any. .. one would speak of Public School
777 as a university. Is the univer" sity then a community of
scholars, learners and teachers
dealing in advanced knowledge?
But professional schools, aeronautic institutes, institutes of
<~ technology, and theological semi-\ naries also deal in advanced
knowledge. Are they universities?
4
Perhaps the assumption is that
professional teaching and learn...;

.
l
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ing or work in the applied
sciences are not properly within
the scope of a university.
It is certainly true that some
have conceived of the university
as the locus of pure science or
knowledge. To invent gimmicks
and gadgets that implement pure
science in a practical manner
would be degradation and degeneration. To put it in a slightly
different manner, in the paraphrased words of a great president of Harvard University, Dr.
Lowell: A university is a place
where nothing useful is taught.
Aside from the obvious satire,
this definition implies the pursuit of knowledge and of universal principles for their own
sake. Would the university then
be an ivory tower with no interest in the relevance of knowledge to the market-place? One
discovers principles of heavy
water and nuclear fission regardless of whether the discoveries
lead to atomic bombs or to
atomic heat and medicine. There
are here some moral and ethical
implications.
To return, is there not some
learning and teaching of a discovery and creative nature on
the elementary and secondary
levels? If there is discovery on all
levels of education, what kind
or degree of discovery makes for
university education? For ex-
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ample, one could say that this is
a university (if the university is
to be a place of discovery) because there is more discovering of
knowledge on this level than
there is on the elementary and
secondary levels whereas in the
grade and high schools there is
more indoctrination. If this is so,
where do we draw the lines?
Deans of graduate schools could
properly say, there is more discovery in graduate school than
anywhere else. Do only graduate
schools have the true university
spirit?
But there must be considerable
indoctrination on the university
level. The university cannot be
devoted to pure research and the
pursuit of knowledge for its own
sake. Much groundwork must be
laid. One cannot begin teaching
political theory by guiding students into the objective reality
of Plato. A lot of indoctrination
takes place before one can speak
in any manner or form about
either Plato or objective reality.
To some of our students, I am
certain, Plato means little more
than the fellow who plays right
guard for the Chicago Cardinals.
Nor can the instructor do personal research into all the areas
he is required to teach. If this
were the case, the instructor in
political theory would be required to do personal research in

Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Seneca,
St. A u g u s t i n e, St. Thomas
Aquinas, Locke, Marx, Durk- •
heim, Mannheim, Hitler, Musso- ,...,
lini, Darwin, and the like. The
instructor has been indoctrinat- .1
ed by graduate teachers and
books.
0

The Non-Classical
Subjects
If the university is to place an
emphasis on discovery, some non. . " ,;

classical subjects could enter the _.
curriculum. A home economics
instructor discovers a new recipe "'
or some new art-form for the
kitchen. A football coach creates
a new offensive formation. An ~
English composition teacher discovers a new place to let a com- • ·
rna out of. A political scientist ...
discovers a new word for liberty
or at least a different voice-tone I-to talk about liberty. A fraternity man (with proper university 1
dignity, of course) creates a more ~ ,
positive and constructive way of
hazing freshmen such as picking ,.
up gum-wrappers all over the .,.
campus, efficiently with pointed
sticks. Is all this a proper part of ,. .
the university? Are there for the
university properly accepted do- ,.. >
mains of creation and discovery? ~
If one objects to shelf-arrangement courses in the home eco- ~-.
nomics departments, ought one
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logically object also to a politi._ cal science or sociology survey of
• the number of out-houses in a
southern Indiana county? Where
# does one draw the lines? What
can a university teacher or student create and discover?

~

-; The Ph.D. University
•·

Is a university an institution
or corporation manned by a large
number of Ph.D professors? If an
» American high-school here or
there or wherever should require
_._ all of its faculty to have Ph.D.'s,
~ would this make the high school
a university? Public School 777
would remain Public School 777
regardless of a majority of
Ph.D.'s.
. ., If the university is a place of
discovery and creativity, one
""' could name any number of
" Ph.D.'s who do not measure up.
Many Ph.D.'s have lost all notions of the pursuit for new
knowledge. If the university is
' ~o- in part a place for indoctrina• tion, one could mention any
number of Ph.D.'s who do not
.., measure up even to this stand~ ard. One knows any number of
Ph.D.'s whose reading hardly
~goes beyond the current Time
~and the Saturday T-V section,
hardly material for academic in. . doctrination.
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The Cynic's View
Of A University
The following remarks do not
answer the question but they do
bear repetition. Cynics have said
that a university is made up of
the following ingredients: 1. a
university president-a nice guy,
a scholar, and a gentleman-who
has been forced by circumstances
to become an itinerant mendicant and an academic Dale Carnegie; 2. deans who do the work
of the president because he is an
itinerant mendicant and a Dale
Carnegie and who collaborate
with the president in keeping
the faculty members from killing
one another off; 3. heads of departments who have to deal with
the low men on the totem pole
who know less than they think
they do; and 4. students who do
not really give a hoot.
~

The Unive rsity At Least An Attitude
Both indoctrination and discovering are based in part on a
questing spirit 1. looking for
new vistas and 2. looking again
and again at the old assumptions.
One cannot, I maintain, put on
this attitude and take it off like
a piece of wearing apparel. The
questing spirit is as much a part
of the university scholar as his
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skin. This quest is based on an
almost religious concept of calling. The learner and teacher
alike are dedicated-morning,
noon, and nighttime too-to this
quest of new knowledge and this
pursuit of re-evaluation. Bluntly,
it means a constant attention to
the quest even when playing golf
or football, when gardening or
making love, eating, drinking, or
whatever. Again-this sense of
vocation is not unique to the
university scholar. A ditch-digger
can be drawn by the same quest.
Even though I am unable to
say what a university is, I like
this statement from Red Brick
University as a landmark along
the way of understanding and
thinking about the university:
" ... the primary aim of the uni-

versity must be search for knowledge-re-search, as we call it today: not merely actual discovery, •
not merely even the attempt to
discover, but the creation and '
the cultivation of the spirit of ~
discovery. Imagine a group of
men, in any age, retiring from .,.
the life of the world, fonning a
society for the spirit of truth, lay- ,_
ing down and voluntarily em-·" bracing such discipline as is ~
necessary to that purpose and
making provision that whatever • ,
they find shall be handed on to
others after their deaths. They _.
pool their material resources; ~ 1
build a house; collect books; and
plan their corporate studies.
This, in its simplest form, is the
4
true idea of a university."
~

~THE

MOTION PICTURE
By

ANNE HANSEN

Davy Crockett-national hero
or backwoods buffoon? That is
.-/ the question.
It is entirely possible that the
current Davy Crockett craze will
., have given way to a new fad by
the time this article appears in
print. But at the moment Davy
'* reigns supreme in our land-not
only as the TV and motion_. picture "king of the wild £ron~ tier" but in the heart of almost
every American child as well.
Indian suits, cowboy chaps,
• blue jeans, space helmets, and
ray guns have been supplanted
" by coonskin caps, Davy Crockett
.., shirts, jackets, pants, r i £I e s,
knives, and other paraphernalia
""associated with the legendary exploits of the famous frontiers·?
man. Many department stores
.,.. have devoted entire sections to
these items and to other products
"' inspired by the story of Davy
Crockett. Book publishers are
1
having a field day with re-issues
.., of old Crockettiana and with
new publications rushed into
.; print for quick consumption by
~ avid young readers.
First presented in serial form

as a part of the Disneyland TV
show, Davy Crockett has now
been brought to the motion-picture screen. Davy Crockett (Disney, Buena Vista, Norman Foster) is thoroughly delightful entertainment for young and old
alike. The beauty of the magnificent Great Smokies has been
captured in superb technicolor
photography. Every member of
the fine cast merits wholehearted
commendation. Fess Parker, a
newcomer to the screen, portrays
the redoubtable Davy with engaging charm and with admirable restraint. But is this history?
Let us see.

-1

Just as I was ready to begin
my own research into the matter I discovered that it had been
done for me. (A real boon in
this intolerably hot and humid
July weather). In the July 9 issue of The Saturday Review John
Haverstick discusses The Two
Davy Crocketts-the Davy Crockett fashioned by Walt Disney
and the real-life Davy Crockett
as he takes form on the impersonal pages of standard reference
works.
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Mr. Disney's Davy is a man
of heroic proportions. He has a
ready wit, unfailing courage,
impressive strength of mind and
body, incorruptible i n te g r i t y,
and a natural charm so great that
he almost succeeds in an attempt
to "out-grin a b'ar." His adventures are as fabulous as they are
fantastic. We are told that he
was a key figure in the war with
the Creek Indians, an indomitable champion of the oppressed, a
successful and influential member of the Congress of the United States, and a towering figure
in the tragic drama which played
itself out in the Alamo. So much
for the legend.
Now for the record. Here we
find, as Walter Blair points out
in an article published in 1940 in
The Southern Review,
that there were actually six different Davy Crocketts, one real and
the rest built on top of that one
by Davy's political backers and by
his political opponents-some of
whom praised and some of whom
damned the original Davy during
his lifetime .

In Main Currents of American
Thought Vernon L. Parrington
observes:
Strip away the shoddy romance
that has covered up the real man,
and the figure that emerges is one
familiar to every backwoods
gathering, an assertive, opinionated, likable fellow, ready to fight,
drink, dance, shoot, or brag, the
biggest frog in a very small puddle, first among the Smart Alecks
of the canebrakes.

J

The Dictionary of American
Biography reveals that Davy did
serve with distinction in the
Creek War of 1813-14 "but retired before the end of the cam- ~
paign, hiring a substitute to fill
out his term of enlistment." As to
Davy's record in the U. S. House .,.L~
of Representatives Compton's ,Pictorial Encyclopedia, a reference book for children, has this ~... ~
to say:
Crockett's fight against Jackson
[over Indian rights] made him
a favorite of the Whig party. The
Whigs saw in him a chance to
create an opponent to Jackson
with the same backwoods appeal
as Jackson .... Crockett did not
realize he was being used in this
fashion and he went along, believing all that the shrewd Whigs
told him.

..
•

Mr. Parrington sums up Davy's
record as a Congressman in these
words:
A backwoods constituency that
persisted in throwing up coonskin
caps for Old Hickory resented
his [Davy's] apostasy from the
Democratic faith, and at the next
election invited him to stay in the
canebrakes. . . . In a fit of anger,
he quitted his family and the
State of Tennessee, went off on
the mad chase to Texas, and in
March of the next year fell at the
Alamo.

All this, as Mr. Haverstick
points out, makes the real Davy
"less impressive, perhaps, but "' -•
more human" than the figure ,._
created by Mr. Disney. May I
add that in spite of human .._ I
weaknesses the real Davy Crock-
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ett could still have been made
the hero of a fine factual picture?
Hollywood has played fast and
• loose with historical facts for a
long time. It is a practice which
is both foolish and dangerous.
• Surely we are adult enough, as
a nation, to know our faults and
-i
shortcomings as well as our
-.- strengths and accomplishments.
And our children should know
the truth-not half-truths or
• sugarcoated, glamorized fiction
presented in the guise of history.
Even more disturbing than the
• distortion of history in films is
the cheap and shabby manner in
which Hollywood producers too
,. often treat Biblical subjects. The
Prodigal (M-G-M, Richard
1 ...., Thorpe, CinemaScope, Eastman
Color), based on the Biblical ac-1 count of the Prodigal Son, is
• nothing more than a lurid melodrama designed to exploit the
widely publicized charms of
Lana Turner. Incidentally, M' r G-M's researchers should hang
,. their heads in shame because of
the anachronisms that appear in
" this picture.
Another epic from the long
ago and far away is Land of the
~ Pharaohs (W a r n e r s, Howard
_. Hawks) a super-super-spectacle
filmed in Egypt in beautiful
_.Warner Color. Admirably designed to explore the possibili-
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ties of CinemaScope photography, the picture has little to recommend it aside from its size
and color.
Small wonder that Strategic
Air Command (Paramount, Antony Mann, Vista Vision) has
been the leading box-office attraction for three consecutive
months. This is an outstanding
production. The acting is excellent throughout, the story is both
appealing and plausible, the
technicolor photography is superb, and the flying-sequences
are literally breathtaking. James
Stewart, June Allyson, Frank
Lovejoy, and Barry Nelson are
the principals in the distinguished cast.
When Captain John M. Hoskins, of the U. S. Navy, lost a
leg at Leyte, everyone concluded
that his career as a naval officer
was at an end. Captain Hoskins
did not agree. He not only refused to be retired but stubbornly insisted that he be given sea
duty. The heartwarming story of
Captain-now Rear AdmiralHoskins' rehabilitation is told
with praiseworthy simplicity in
The Eternal Sea (Republic, John
J. Auer). This is an inspiring
film.
John Wayne is cast as a German sea captain in The Sea
Chase (Winners, John Farrow),
a run-of-the-mill story of war-
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time espionage and intrigue.
The British Crown Colony of
Hong Kong provides the colorful
and fascinating backdrop for
Soldiers of Fortune (20th Century-Fox, Edward Dmytryk, CinemaScope, De Luxe Color).
Adapted from Ernest K. Gann's
widely read novel, this is stereotyped melodrama.
Doris Day and James Cagney
are co-starred in Love Me or
Leave Me (M-G-M, Charles
Vidor), a tale of violence and
corruption which is said to be
derived from the real-life story
of Ruth Etting, a popular singer
of the 1920s and 1930s.
Excerpts from the world's
masterpieces of music are the
chief attraction in Interrupted
Melody (M-G-M), the touching
story of Marjorie Lawrence, the
famous opera star who was
stricken with polio in 1941.
Eleanor Parker is seen on the
screen as Miss Lawrence; the
magnificent voice on the soundtrack is that of Eileen Farrell.
What about a trip to Metaluna? This Island Earth (Uni-

versa!, Joseph Newman), a new ..
science-fiction production, ~
whisks us there and back at ·~
breathtaking speed in a flying ,
saucer. A nightmarish experi- ,._
ence, I must add.
Those who saw the broadway
stage production of The Seven .,.~
Year Itch report that the screen \version has been "cleaned up" to
get by the censors. At that, The ...- Seven Year Itch (20th Century· _..
Fox, Billy Wilder) is full of innuendo, and the dialogue is sel- • .
dom free from double-entendre.
One need not be a goody-goody 4
to feel that the premise on which •
the play is built is both distasteful and meretricious. Tom
Ewell appears in the role he ere·
ated on Broadway; Marilyn II
Monroe, as his pretty neighbor. ~ 1
In the future, when I see Miss
Monroe, I shall always be re- \minded of an innocent but dev- 4
astating remark made at lunch
recently by my favorite nine·
year-old. The talk had turned to
the glamorous Marilyn. Out of .. ·
the blue Marcie announced, ..
"Oh, I don't think she's so beau·
tiful! I'd rather see Lassie!"
'4-
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THE EXPLANATION

•...,

In any time but mine,
In any place but this
Immediate gloom and shine
I roam at large and miss
The moment ripe to hand, I shirk
Evils which find the valiant work -

~

So many think, but I
Am not such fool or knave
To let sweet life slip by
Or seek a coward cave
To dream in, while my fellows press
To storm the strongholds of distress.

....

I ask but this-no more:
To see with ample mind
Infinity before,
Infinity behind
This ever-moving point of light
Wherein we joy, wherein we fight.

>i

..
..
'
.f

So when I choose to dive
Down to the Now, I get
A thrill made more alive
By sense of how beset;
And knowing first and last, afar,
I fear not more, but less, the scar.
-GEOFFREY JOHNSON
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TWO POEMS BY SHIGEHARU TSUBOI

.J

The owl is lonely
in night's moon
When you cry whoo-whoo
on the branchtip
your soul
turns to silver

Aj

j

,..

I

When I yawn
the center of the world disappears
In a broken mirror
is a broken face
at the bottom of an impoverished life
all my dreams are fossilized
My clenched fists
beat the shell of this prison world
and tum bloody
-Translated from the Japanese
by

...

RoBERT EPP

.., .
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CRYPTO GRAM
All gifts are there
in the ample night,
where the samovar
of the moon pours light
crystal and clean
as water over stone,
with a chaste design
of jet on bone.
All gifts are there,
resplendent, free,
in the reservoir
of a lunar sea.
Largesse of calm
and plenitude,
the cryptogram
of a stoic mood
To lift the soul
lodged in gloom
from the nether pole
to a loftier room.
-CHRISTINE TURNER CURTIS
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The Pastors Riess are, to the best try to send us the second installment
of our recollection, the first father
for the October issue if he can find
and son team to appear in any single
the time. He leaves September 2 for •
three months in Europe where he
issue of the CR ESSET. But in this
particular case, it is not a matter of
hopes to "see what the Europeans are •
doing in theatre and ballet." Sounds ,_.
a son following in the footsteps of his
like we may be getting some interestfather. Rather the son, Walter, is the
veteran, having been a frequent con- ing reports one of these days.
t r i b u t o r to the
~
We had the •
CRESSET for al1
pleasure, during the
most ten y e a r s,
summer, of sitting ..,.
while the father is
and talking with·.,. ~
appearing in our
two of our readers
pages for the first
who happened to be .AI
time.
dropping
through
Pastor 0 s w a 1 d
Valparaiso and took ,. '
R i e s s has combined the ministry
the time to stop off
at the office. We 'of the written word
with the taxing
have, as these read- •
p a s t o r a t e of a
ers will testify, a
rather
remarkable
metropolitan
church. His most
office in what is
recent book, "The
perhaps the only
Secret of Beautiful
b u i I d i n g in the "
Living" (ConcordUnited States which
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ia) has been widely
is h e I d together }4
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solely by ivy.
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Our latch string •
FINAL NOTES
!lope which it offers
is always out and
at least some mem- .,.
to
c o n t e m p o~ary
man facing
bers of our staff
:ontemporary prob- -,.-- are always in.
lems. The article which we have the
~
privilege of publishing this month is
Our thanks to Dr. Reuben Hahn
based upon the J. W. Miller Memorial
and his associates on the Student Ser- ~
Lectures which Pastor Riess delivered
vice Commission of the Lutheran
at Valparaiso University during the
Church-Missouri Synod, for having ,..
week of Reformation D ay last year.
directed the attention of Lutheran 1'
1
college pastors to three articles which
~
appeared in our June issue. It is good i-Our drama editor, Mr. Sorell, writes
to know that we are being of some
that his article on "Broadway and
help to the Student Service Commis- '-"
Faith" is only half the review he had
intended to write and he promises to sion in their important work.
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